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A_ Foreword from
The Institute for
Educational Leadership

Federalism is in a state of permanent evolution sometimes dynamic,
often painfui, and ai ass responsive to prevailing political forces. At its heart
for two centuries have been the questions of bo%% and bv whom power is to be
shared and exercised. and toward what ends issues that until recentiv had not
greatly troubled the house of education. There. -federalism- had been more
catchword than reality, with its implications for governance largely overlooked_

The significant increase in the role of the federal government in the world
of educational polieymaking during the past generation has changed all that. In
some minds it has provoked a crisis: at the least. it has unleashed a gamut of
opinions as to die balance and appropriateness of the roles to he played by the
main jurisdictional elementS of the system kderal government.
localities, and public and private institutions of higher karning. To some
observers. the threat of domination by an insensitive federal superbeast is near
at hand and requires urgent, concerted counteraction. In the minds of others,
the states and, by extension, their constitutionally subordinate localities have,
by inadequate performances, forfeited their right to make all but the most
mechanical educational decisions. In between is the largest number, those who
respect but have not thought much about the problems of federalism. When
pressed to do so, the institute for Educational Leadership believes they will
share our conviction that the federal system with balanced roles and dis-
persed powers is one of the wisest creations of modern statecraft and that it
can be made to work efkctively.

Too rnuch cducational policy has been made with scant regard to some of
the hard lessons that several generations of federal, state and local decision-
makers might have learned. There is too little public knowledge or awareness of
the pressures, pitfalls and virtues of an interdependent system of mutually sup-
portive educational re!,s And small wonder! The literature is thin, the actors
are transient, and the principal issues and political forces appear to change with
the seasons.

Yet, certain verities persist. even in this imperfect setting. Fundamental, if
often discordant or even contradictoi y, forces are at work as the federal system
in education reaches a kind of crossroads following the national elections of
1976. America's political processes still stem from the bedrock values of a great
democratic. system. The ultimate objective of all these intergovernmental

7



processes is to serve the people A n d evyn if it is too seklom coRed. there is a
stmiiU will to make our political In function for the greater good. Chat is no
less true. we find, in the world tif educational (keisionmaking, where, despite
confusion :md some discord. the needs of children and other learners are still oc-
casionally remembered.

The problem of linkage between %Vashington and our state capitals stands
at the center of this Institute's concerns. As our varied I El, programs to bridge
the gaps between educators and polies makers throughout the intergovernmen-
tal sstem have matured, we has e begun to collect alternatise proposals and
other forms of cinerginil ss kdom about federalism \ filch of it is contained in
this anthology of articles. edited speeches. tuch other readings \\htilt Ow scli.c-
bons tend to address prunard public elcmentars-secondars educational con-
cerns, we helk.ve that dies also relate hi the grossing concern of higher educa-
tion to preserse institutional aitoouoo::u ss fide meeting the legitimate demands
oil the societs for .,,reater measures of accountabilits

Wo ate grateful to the authors. both those whose work has been presionsh,
pnblished and those who :ire sharing their ideas for the first time in thes pages.

e solicit the ss niter, reactions of our readers Nothing would please us more
than an on:pouring oi respimses pro or con so Inch would justify a scomd
collection oi contributions to what might to become a vital national discussion
allow du future of the federal %%stein in education

Satiniel Hall TO shington, I) (:.
(;eorgc I-i Kaplan 1)ecem tier, 1976

Readers of this antliolog+ ss ill IR interested recent Perspective., ot
hIrnyalonal An discwojoil

Wz1Yotjed. bipartisan. Washirwtnnliascd Congressional staffers and former
E\ecutise Branch aides involved in educational policymaking complements and
analyzes the main lines developed in Federah8m at the Crossroad8: Improving
Edwyttirmal Poheymaking. Copies of Peryeetwes are available from IF.L. 1001
Connvcticnt Avenue. Suite :310. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 at $1,50 post-
paid.
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lower those expectations and become more realistic about the types of problems
government is able to handle.

That would not be a bad outcome of the election year rhetoric. But that is
not really the basic message that is coming through. The appeal is, instead, to
sentinwnts that are much inore negative and hitter. The implication is that
government of any kind at all levels is out of control and hell bent to do us in.
Not only is government not doing anything right. w-e might be better off if it
wasn't doing anyihing at alL

That type of thinking and speaking has a kind of primitive, gut-level
appeal. It is. norwtheless, a line of reasoning that ignores some fundamental
realities whieh convince me that the out-of-hand dismissal of government as a
needed force is wrong, even though we are making some serious mistakes. Con-
sider the:,e four points:

1. Life in America is shaped by competing power blocs of enormous size
and clout. Government may not always function well, but it is still the best bet
the public has for keeping these powers in reasonable check.

2. The track record of government at all levels is on the whole very good
indeed, as anyone reflecting on our standard of liviog would admit.

3. It is silly to think that in a world in which major issues energy, food,
the environment and, of course, peace are global in scope, we can decrease
the essential roles of the federal gov. rnment without disastrous consequences.

4. In a world in which the distribution of shrinking resources money in-
cluded is a new and crucial problem, the mediating role of government is ab-
solutely essential.

We need a thoughtful discussion of governmental responsibility and roles,
with the accent placed on -thoughtful.- A lot of what we are hearing is
mindlss And, it should be pointed out that, although the current rhetoric is
fundamentally anti-Washington in form, it is only a matter of time, if it gets a
foothold, until it comes to rest at our local and state doorsteps.

At those doorsteps sit a number of specific issues that have brought the
matter of the relationship between the state and federal levels home to us in
education. Within the past year or so, for instance, we have been faced with
provisions of the new Education for All Handicapped Children Act, PL 94-142,
the proposals in the vocational education legislation, the call for record-keeping
on disciplinary matters, the impact of Title IX, and so on. In each case, state
leaders reared back and fought. We apparently forced some corrective measures
as a result, though we are still not sure of the ultimate outcome.

Aside from these obvious cases, however, we are not yet sufficiently
vigilant in defending a sensible state-federal relationship. We sometimes
acquiesce in federal policies out of a shortsightedness brought on by that acute
disease, -shrinking budgetitis.-

But in the long run, inconsistency will do us in. We can't take from the feds
in hard times and scream against them in the good. There are only hard times
ahead. We have to decide now what the nature of our compromises will be.

13
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Those decisions have to be made in the context of a broad vision
relationship between thv levels of government.

for what they may be worth, are the main elements oh my own
lysis of that relationship.
A federal system is better than One that is totally nationalized or

left totally in the hands of the states and their districts. The principle undergird-
ing that system is appropriateness, Responsibilities most appropriately handled
at the state level ought to rest at that level. Responsibilities best met by the
resources and reach of the national government should he dealt with at that
level.

Historically, of course, the responsibility and authority for maintaining a
public school system rested with the states specifically state legislatures. That
history can't be overlooked. The constitutions of the various -states confirm that
responsibility. In response, structures for governance, funding and administra-
tion have developed within each state. These structures should not be readily
changed without careful attention to the consequences.

It must be said, both here and at greater length later on. that the failure of
the states to fulfill their responsibilities, particularly in critical areas, was crucial
to the federal decision to enter the educational picture in the fifties and sixties.
That was not the sole reason, but it was certainly a major one.

One of the surest defenses against a usurpation of power is to use it well
yourself. The states and their districts need to remember that. Rut despite
failings, the principle remains: the fundamental educational role has
traditionally been assigned to the states. And that system has at least two ob-
vious benefits.

First, it provides for greater administrative efficiency aud.Juore sensible
governance systems. To draw a parallel to the relationship between the state
and local districts for instance, I have taken the position that collective
bargaining with teachers in the elementary and secondary schools is best
handled at the district level, even though some districts themselves have urged
statewide negotiations. I think a statewide contract would do damage to the ad-
ministrative and governance relationships that have devdoped at the local level.
Similarly, heavy-handed federal entry into matters appropriately handled at the
state. level is inevitably disastrous. It is ridiculous, for instance, that the new
Handicapped Act gives parents the right to appeal a local district's decision to
the federal courts. That severely damages the entire apparatus we have built for
handling appeals, an apparatus I am convinced was fair to parents and children.
Moreover, it will dump -a hopeless and inappropriate burden on the federal
courts.

Second, assigning the primary role to the states is sound education:
philosophy, Each state seeks first to meet the needs of its own people Out
that attention and responsiveness comes the testing and evaluati,
diverse methods for diverse populations. The best of those approaches ca' . ri

be validated and transported to other regions of the country. From the kderal
point of view, the diversity among the states makes each a laboratory for
experimentation. The sensible federal policy is to encourage various forms of

) '1
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experimentation or to r.uiiiiiir %les alread in place ee ith the pa sibility of
duplicating the' approach elsewhere. NI:hat that nielms as a matter of style is that
the feds should first attempt to learn the nuts and bolts of successful local efforts
before dreaming up new schemes.

To be concrete. Pennsylvania is a national leader in programs for the han-
dicapped and the retarded. We have faced and begun to unravel administrative
and program problems others haven't even thought about. Yet we were riot abk
to make convincing arguments in Washington that the administrative
procedures in the Handicapped Act are unnecessarily burdensome.

0 ii the positive side, a policy of supporting and learning from state ac-
tivities is evident in the approach used in distributing innovative
program money under Title III of the Eh.mentary and Secondary

Education Act and now Title IV-C. This policy, as nearly as I can determine, has
led to a reshaping of the priorities of the National Institute of Education.

What is still needed, though, is consistency. Blind consistency may be the
hobgoblin of little minds, but a reasonable amount is the hallmark of common
sense.

It is time to recognize certain realities about whether Washington will
provide financial support commensurate with its growing authority. Simply put,
it will not, whatever the label of the party holding power. The money isn't
there. Nor, more critically, is the will. So it appears unlikely that federal spend-
ing will go much beyond the seven percent now provided for basic education
and the 12 to 15 percent provided at the postsecondary level. It is thus essential
that we avoid being trapped into accepting fundamental shifts in the balance of
power between the states and Washington in return for modest amounts of
money that will not grow.

To be specific, is there really a basis for believing that the Handicapped Act
will be funded at the authorized levels? The answer is obvious; the Act will
provide us with about five cents on the dollar for our special education costs. In
return, the states are expected to yield away enormous hunks of administrative
discretion. Some time ago, it seemed to be idle dreaming to suggest, as I did,
that we might want to refuse the money and in return gain peace of mind and
strike a blow for the balance of power. In fact, the possibility is now being talked
about in a number of other states.

Are we really caught between the rock and the hard place in the matter
of federal funding? Is it really a matter of choosing program cutbacks or
federal control? I think not. There is still time though it grows

shorter to mount pressures that will shape an appropriate federal role, one
that seems to me should have four main characteristics.

In the first place, federal e. forts ought to serve to strengthen rather than
weaken the states. Broadly, that means paying careful attention to the
experience of the states and their existing structures. Specifically, it means such
policies and programs as the new priorities for the National Institute of Educa-
tion, the authorization of funds to the states to study school finance, the role
given the states in the distribution of ESEA Title I and Title III (now IV-C)
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Seeotully, the most equitable distribution deral inds i8 by allocat
he states atul then to the districts. The transfer to the districts can be done by

formula or by a competitive process in whieh state priorities are clearly stated.
One of the benefits of the latter approach is that it minimizes the political im-
pact of legislators who carry weight On the Washington scene. At least in Penn-
sylvania, educational funding is not pork-barreled.

Thirdly, some specific areas of ,ducational need are most appropriately ad-
dressed at the federal level, for instance, th need to design legislation to meet
' lditions created by action of the federal courts. The Emergency School Aid
Act is an example. While that Act may not be funetioning ideally, it nonetheless
is sound in principle. It is also completely appropriate and necessary for the
federal government to act to help those who are not able to find a voice of their
own and whose condition is a matter for national interest and concern. The
prime examples are the handicapped, the disadvantaged as defined under ESEA
Title I and Those who, at the postsecondary level, are served through the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants.

But, while these are legitimate matters for federal legislation and
policymaking, thershould be addressed with the experience and structures of
the states in mind.

Fourthly and finally, the federal government should take primary respon-
sibility for meeting conditions that are uniquely national in scope and character%
Educational programs for the Vietnamese refugees is a clear case in point. The
influx of refugees was a direct result of_United States foreign policy and, as such,
required federal action to handle problems generated by the new population.
And yet that was not immediately forthcoming. In the same category fall other
outgrowths of foreign policy, including the funding of certain research in the
universities as well as the stimulation at both higher and basic levels of inter-
national education, of area and language studies as these relate to foreign policy
objectives.

A.
ming those things the federal government should not do are the
following:

It should not deal directly with the 17,000 local districts, for the
reasons cited earlier,

It should not legislate or regulate so that the governance, funding or ad-
ministrative procedures in the states are distorted or destroyed.

It should not overestimate its own power to deal with intractable problems.
We should not think that violence in the schools will melt under under federal
mandate. Or that violence continues because the states and the local districts are
ignoring it. No one anywhere has found a magic solution for the range of con-
ditions that provoke students to violence. The feds won't either. The sensible
federal approach would be to help each state and district search out alternative
methods.

It should not oserdo a -,00d thing, Witness the ssell intended Buckley
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Amendment on rivacv of student records iiforturi.itLIy, it casts such a broad
net that it encompasses a whole range of records unnecessarily and is creating
some needless barriers in. for instance. counseling and research. Similarly, the
feds out of zeal laid burdensome requirements on the colleges and universities
in legislation aimed at protecting pensions in private industry.

hat, then, should be the main elements of a realistic and beneficial
attitude toward the federal role in educational policy?

Whatever the ultimate answer, if there is one, we need first to
meditate, to draw back when we ean from the mechanics to consider the larger
meaning of the federal role. We are all plunged into the day-to-day process of
trying to keep our schools and colleges afloat. Our focus is largely short range:
today's crisis, tomorrow's budget. But we need long-range goals and purposes as
we fight each of those battles. Let's ponder very carefully the proper
relationships that must exist between the federal and state levels.

Secondly, we must meet our responsibilities within the states to avoid the
need for federal intervention. To do so, it is crucial that state legislatures
allocate some discretionary money to the state agency to help districts face some
unique problems. The feds are forever attacking us for not designing innovative
solutions to school problems. But the states themselves rarely have any dis-

'nary money to work with districts in research or experimentation. Like
or not, we are left to lean on the federal categorical programs as a result.

A third defense against the growth of federal power is to look all gift horses
in the mouth. A case in point is the block grant proposal recently put forth by
President Ford. In theory, that approach is appealing, since it promises to untie
the federal strings on the packages of money. But you may recall that when the
Nixon Administration grouped certain categorical grant programs into blocks of
revenue-sharing money, the total amount ofmoney was cut drastically. Let's be
equally skeptical about the teeth on other horses as well. The new Handicapped
Act promises SI billion in new money by 1980. But we know it won't happen.
That made the pitched battles over requirements of the Act all the more critical.

A fourth defense is not to grab federal dollars as a way of building local em-
pires even in an era of budget constraints that affects all of us. The temptation is
large, but the foundatkms, the rationale and even the expectations are built on
quicksand. It is a real problem that federal funds support portions of state
departments of education. It becomes a water one if it forces us to support un-
wise federal policy just to save the jobs. In varying degrees, the same syndrome
infects local districts.

The final defense against the acceptance of an all-encompassing federal
presence is to argue for a federal role, but not any federal role. As Robert An-
dringa points out (see p, 71), there are many diffuse interpretations in
Wathington about the nature of the federal role_ There is no consistent federal
policy at either the higher or basic education levels. Creeping federalism is a
hybrid vine. By readily surrendering to federal initiatives, we in the states aban-
don a critical function: helping the feds define their own role.
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We do ourselves no favor by abandoning that responsibihty. We do the
federal government no favor. And we do the people no favc,-. it is, after all, their
system we are protecting. It is an appropriate battle to wage as we celebrate the
bicentennial year.



The Missing iAlt:
A. State Perspec.tive
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te0". f"t iMenihen of (:origress who have 5'144 hoce is an urgent need for

understanding. The issue of honest picatior deserves immediate atten-
tion because of the growing hastilit5 among maw, state leaders about the
federal government 5 responsihilitY npiti joihjenee in the day-to-day operation of
state government and tdueational latberarris.

When we atteMPt to create /4140rro Piece (Ai legislation at the national
level there's a tendency to forget differences am,_1)4 the states. For example,
New Mxico is ranked 49th in per eaolt., ineorne Mit at the same time dedicates
75% of its had general fund tovard th:sup-.rtr of kablie education. Our effort
in relation i:o our ability ranks LIS bilAki. we, it' NeW ylexleo, are not barbarians
and are caPable of evaluating our rte,65, recognv complex issues and even
developing a far.reaehing equofiz(ln forrililia, f(1'' education..

Each state is different and has its peouliariktes. I recall a meeting when
a congressitmal staff member, who Ict)tvi nothing Aktout our area of the nation,
asked me about our busing prohl.111 i respond. , k....Nd t..at 4 .t was serious. He
appeared very interested. f meIltia'r that our VIdren traveled seventeen
million milts dudngo Igo_day periN, and some iAnfortunately have to trave/
120 miles a day in order to 0E0111 tiltir eciocatiOnL, I went on and on until I
realized !Nat the staff member had inn interest in tllot issue or the fact that we
had problems because of the inereasti of fuel; to him busing meant only
racial balanee. I could have spew arInther hear dis-Nussing the desire of the In-
dian Nation to have schools orr the rvat1on rakher than have its children
leave. This ;-.:. an example of the differtirces that do %ist and are usually not dis-
cussed when attempts ar made to slahtrinipose unitorm statutes or regulations
upon the fifty states.

ight now we are faced ith a.ornineidatitv or adjusting to the new
federal legislation on educatk,.._,aostanct to handicapped children. I,
for one, intend to revievi jt eat;43fluily and th1, possibly recoinznend that

ate legislature review the lekklistion and %id out if it fits into theour

Harry Wugalter, Secreta exicn



framework of service that has been phomed Before anyone enters into any
agreement obligating a state in regard to this or any other legislation, it is im-
perative that the state legislature expre9is its intent. It is obvious in most kderal
ventures that, after the initial thrust, the programs generally beconw the liabili-
ty of the state. If that he the case. then we umst make sure that it's the type of
liability that die state legislature wishes to accept,

ft is possible that the recent handicapped legislation (PL94-142) may have
become a focal point for the pent-up hostility of those in the states who feel im-
posed upon by a federal partner who appears uncaring about what states are or
are not doing in regard to public education. It's rather unfortunate, but based
upon professional papers I have recently read as well as discussions with
colleagues in various parts of the country, I believe that this hostility represents
only the tip of the iceberg. I hope that those who are vitally concerned with the
federal legislation will meet with state leaders and, indeed, find out who the
state leaders are!

The issues that have become the -hang-ups- can be resolved if those who
are in positions of responsibility at both the state and national levels desire to
work together. If the federal government does nut wish to deal with governors
or legislative leaders and receives input only from state educational employees,
then how in the world will the necessary constructive changes take place?

Ilist ten points that have caused concern in connection with the federal in-
volvement in educational matters in the states. They are, to my wa y. of
thinking, indirectly related to the hostility exhibited by many gate leaders.

I. The imposition of federal programs directly to st hoot districts without
input from the states as to whether the state has already addresaed the same
issue,

2. The claim that federal dollars are different front state dollars and,
therefore, :should not be subject to state statutes, rules and regulations.

3. The attitude that states have no business inquiring about programs
Mated between the school district and the federal government that is,
course, until dollars do not arrive. Then it becomes a state responsibility!

4. The reluctance of federal officials, who encourage the implemeittation
of programs, to recognize cash flaw problems that _cause both slate and local dis-

at times to wrminate inuestnwnt8 to meet federal obligations and to lose
the estimated earnings that have already been obligated for other programs.

5. The tenure issue: the state is often placed in the posiiion of having to
assume the obligation for tenure for federally-funded employees without having
ii say as to whether these employees should have been employed in the first
place.

6. Salaries of federal employees, which at times exceed those paid
regular- state employees doing the same job, cause problems inasmuch as

federally funded employees depend upon the state for their retirement, rather
than the federal government Many jump from one federal program to another
in order to build up a higher average salary that will cause the state to incur a
fe lure retirement obligation.
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7 _ Independent action of various federal program maimgers causes com-
petition for the same -entitlement.- Since the same child is oftentimes listed as
an -entitlement- for a variety of federal programs (without ref4ard to the fact
that the state and local government are already providing an expenditure level
for a full' day's regular program), there is r.onapetitiOn for die sanu, child. Since
we are dealing with a limited number of hours during the day and many of these
children have to be present for a particular length of time in order to be counted
as -entitlement,- the reason a youngster can't read is perhaps that he wasn't in
a class long enough when reading was taught.

S. Enticement of Ow federal government offering poissibk fonds' to
local school district after the board has approved an expenditure plan creates
grief and causes well-meaning local boards to a/ter p/ans in order to accom-
modate the federal government and create an eligibility for unpredictable
funds. At times. vested interest groups are made aware of funds being iliVallabk
which require matching, and pressure is exerted on boards to revise, the program
they planned prior to approving their own budget., because failure to do so
might bring the charge that they did not take advant Age of dollars which were

9. The administrative overhead to state departuiiunts of education by the
federal government without regard to the existing state appropriation level can
create slush funds that van be used by such departments to implement programs
that may have been denied by the state legislature during the regular appropria-
tion process. This places a state department of education in a difficult position,
and if a large percentage of its staff depends upon federal dollars for its
existence this, in fact, causes the department to become a captive of the federal
bureaucracy. This split loyalty is a difficult posture to maintain.

10. There is grave concern that federal involvement may, create an ar-
tificial economic boom which would cause communities to forget the ini-
tial purpose of .the program or for whom it was designed when the federal dol-
lars begin to disapptsar. It isn't uncommon for the number of jobs wilkb will he
eliminated to become the major factor used by a hoard to continue a program
without regard as to whether the children who made it all possible received any
benefit. As a colkague remarked at one of our Cabinet meetings, -Federal
dollars are like dope it's great when you're on the trip but hell during
withdrawal.-
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The Dragon in Washington:
FIN

Paper or Real?
LiJ

Fred G. Burke

I have long taken issue with the views of many of my colleagues that the
dragon from Washington was about to devour us. Too fwquently the dragon
was not only paper but one concocted in order to hide our Own short-comings.

I agree with Joe Cronin and Sam Halperin that federal legislation is in-
ci easingly preemptive, prescriptive and regulatory, but increasingly so is ull
legislation. What we're seeing is not a conspiracy at the federal level but a

phenomenon which is affecting the kgislative process generally. The
resurgence of the legislature is possibly one of the most significant trends affect-
ing governance in this country and, given the preeminent role of education in
the policy prucess, it is bound to have an enormous impact on tis

You have drawn proPer attention to_ the sad state of the 011kt of Educa-
tion, particularly its leadership or the lack of leadership, which has
characterized that important office over the past decade or so. There are no
villains here but, rather, a failure on the part of those in the position to set
priorities to perceive public education in the same light as does, for example, the
leadership of the rest of the western world.

The constant harangue, that federal bureaucrats and politicans are plotting
to take over the nation's schools, is part of a legacy of an earlier era and if it were
not for the significant impact it has had, it would seem ridiculous. If anything,
what we see today is the contrary; namely, a tendency at all levels to decen-
tralize decisionmaking Public policymaking in an era characterized by a stag-
nant economy and a post-affluent society is no great bargain and, increasingly,
there is a tendency not to concentrate on but an attempt to decentralize
decisionmaking. To me, it is no accident that the organizational hierarchy of
Weber has chosen this particular moment in history to seek its eclipse.

J
have noticed during the years that I have been involved in public educa-
tion, and in contrast to some of my fellow chief state school officers, an in-
creasing tendency on the part of policymakers in Washington to under-_

stand and respect the supremacy of the state in educational matters._ The trend
clearly seems to be in- the direction of a recognition of the state as the primary
legitimate source for educational policymaking. That is not to say, however, that

Fred C. Burke, commissioner of Education. State of New Jersey
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the feds have given up tryintg to aLcomplish beneficial educational ends I Taus
of the limitations that the states' supremacy seem to posit.

One of the concerns I have about the emergent role of the kgislat ore in the
policy process (overall, more virtue than vice) is a tendency to make simplistic
assumptions of cause and effect. I.egislators tend, despite disclaimers to the coir .
trary, to be removed from everyday affairs and thus perceive of social problems
in overly simplistic terms.

The failure of bureaucracies and it utions to resolve critical educatinmal
problems. despite the money which Congress and state legislatures have made
available, ineline them to belie% e that the fault lies with the people who are ad-
ministering the programs, not the inadequacy of the dollars or the complexity of
the issue. This simplistic view leads to an assumption that the sheer rendering of
policy, like a sigh of relief. resolves the problem. But when it is discovered a year
hence that, indeed, the problem has not evaporated but is worse, there has to be
a villain and the villain frequently is, of course, -the bureaucracy- or that oz her
inferior level, the federal maze. Thus, frustration leads to blame and blame
leads to more specific, pre:.?riptive legislation designed to insure that the human
frailties of bureaucrats and state government generally will not frustrate the in-
terest of brilliantly conceived policy.

I think it is also worth recalling that a divided government with one party
entrenched in the legislature and the other in the executive, so characteristic of
not only Washington but, in recent years, of many states as well, automatically
inclines the legislature and its newly-discovered investigatory capability and
young. eager staffs to generate suspicions as to the real intent of bureaucrats to
faithfully carry out legislative letter and intent. Their -solution..? further en-
cumbered policy with overly specific regulations which, in less partisan times,
would normally be left to the bureaucracy. I have seen in New Jersey, for exam-
ple, that administrative committees concern themselves with rules and
regulations to implement law in a fashion as intense as their review of propnsed
statutes. I welcome the involvement of the Joint Legislative Committee on
Education in New Jersey for, if we do our work well, we have already elicited
their support before the battle begins. On the other hand, a deep involvement
of legislative committees in the language of rules and regulationr does not augur
well for the continued separation of policy and administration. as fuzzy and as
vague as that distioction may be.

I am pleased that you raise the question as to why voices are not heard from
the educational community who are more respected and listened to on these
critical educational issues. I have long been deeply troubkd that there is no
spokesman that possesses even minimal universal legitimacy_

n my view, public education vis-a-vis Washington will continue to be reac-
tive until a legitimate and powerful educational spokesman can be
developed. The weakness of the role of the U.S. Commissioner of Education

is, of course, part of the problem which may. or .may not be resolved by raising
that position to Cabinet rank. An organizatii,n like the Council of Chief State
School Officers and. I fear, the Education Commission of the States as well, is
often dependent on partisan state politics. In my view, this renders them impo-
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tent to d .al with the real issues of t du Nal leadership, Possibly tile neares
we come to this capability (which is so r such in evidence in most Western
nations) is the evolution of slid] ad hoc org-inizations as the Committtp for hill
Funding of Education Programs. the Institute for Educational Leadership and,
possibly, the American Council on Education, The NEA, which provided
critical levdership at one period of our educational history, has become a trade
union as has the AAUP and, for a variety of compleN reasons, there seems to he
no educational spokesman possessed of an authoritative voice ringing forth from
the ivy covered towers of academia.

We have in the northeast a sis.stute informal consortium that attempts to
take sonw initiative in the development of legislation. For exampk. when it was

evident that federal vocational education kgislation was to he rewritten, we
called bigether voc ed people and our legislative liaisum people ti) I wgin to
develop a unified approach. Although this effort was not particularly successful,
I think it is signific:int in its initiative and in the pi-vile:2...M it established. We in
New jersey played a significant part in the developraent of the legislation for
the handicapped thanks tn the rnle played by Sena'or Harrison Williams' and
his staff and because of my determination to act rather than react. We need
somehow tn find the capability to generate legislation and propose policy at the
national us well as the state level. It seems incongruous to me that significant
education legislation is drafted by tiny federal prnfessional staffs, while there
exists enormous talent in the many state departments of educatinn.

But change slow as it may be does seem to be occurring. Lncal and
state initiative is beginning to emerge. Our -thornugh and efficient- struggle,
beginning with the court decision of Robinson v. (:rihill and culminating
recently in final passage of our income tax, is indicative of what can be and
what. I think, will be increasingly initiated and successfully achieved. If a way
can ht found tn provide more direct federal assistance to those states whkh arc
willing to initiate and tackle the big problems, more of this would occur.

As to your specific suggestions. I have some cnncern abnut the Education
-Commission of the States. I hope that it will now be able to manifest the
promise which was implicit in its origin. I wonder whether, given the tendency
of legislatures to target their money precisely, we can Imk for the kind nf fund-
ing for ECS that vmi suggest.

1 share Sam' s view about increasing the capability of state legislat ires
to play a more significant role in educational policymaking. While I, as any.
bureaucrat, awve some fears as to partisan motives and the ensuing rapidly shift-
ing policy directions, I realize that the increased involvement of legislatures is
inevitable and we 5hould, therefore.% attempt to improve the quality of that in-
volvement, I want to commend the Institute for its early recognition of this
trend and for enhancing the quality of the relationship between the bureaucracy
and the policy process, both in Rhode island and in New Jersey. I know that this
contribution has made an enormous difference.

'Demo rat of New Jersey, chairman Di the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Public WeJ
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The Role of the State
In Education

a ren G. Hill

Twenty years ago a chief state school officer, I assumed that
meant -state department of education- and that it had a trilogy of roles
leadership, service and regulation. The functions sounded reasonable.
-leadership- was obviousiy good and -regulation- obviously bad, and no one in
my audience had any way of knowing whether the percentages alloted to them
were going down or sideways.

Now there is less certainty about what constitutes the state. To many it is
the governor and the legislature. A school board member would add the state
department of education. A college president would add, among others, his
board of trustees and state agencies of postsecondary education, finance and
control, public works, personnel, planning and environmental protection. it is,
like education (which I consider to embrace a cradle-to-grave spectrum) many
things to many people.

Against this backdrop. I propose to address these three questions:

I. How did states get into the education business in the first place?
2. How significant is the states' role?
3. What are the problems that are most critical at the ate level and

what can be done about them?
I. How did the states get into the education business in the first place?
Slowly and carefully!
On the eve of the Revolution there was no public provision for elementary

education, except in New England, in the American colonies!. The colonies had
some schools of the Boston Latin Grammar type, some -dame- schools and
some for paupers.

Of the several things that happened between the Revolutionary and Civil
Wars, two deserve special mention: (a) the federal constitution made no provi-
sion for education and thereby -left it to the states,- and (b) the motivation for
initiating schools became economic and governmental rather than religious,
reflecting the desire of a new nation to establish itself and its people in economic

'Rudolf. Frederick. The American CAkgc and University A History. Alfred A. Knopf, N.Y. 1968
p. 21.

Warren G. Hill, E ecutive Director Education Gommission of 11w States
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independence and governmental stabilit Free elementary schools were com-
mon. but it was not until 1918 that all "'Id es had compulsory attendance laws.

The Northwest ordinance of 1787 provideu an economic base for schools by
setting aside public lands, and the Kalamazoo ease in 1874 made it legal to
spend public funds on secondary schools. These are, then. some of the
highlights.

We tend to forget how very recent all of this is At the time of the
Kalamazoo ease. mv grandparents were alive and beginning their families. By
1885, less than eight percent of the high -.Aml age group were in high school;
today. attendance, at least at the entr level, is almost universal.

There were nine colleges at the time of the Revolution, and one of the im-
portant things about them was their receipt of public funds. Harvard, es-
tablished in 1636, was supported by the General Court from thc moment of its
birth, had 2000, acres of land and 100 pounds per year given to it and for 200
years had the benefit of the ( harlestown Ferry rents. William and Mary
ernoyed the revenue from a tobacvo !_ix as well as an export duty on skins and
furs. Yale students were excused fro: I both taxes and military service, and the
state on on, occasion gave the college the proceeds from the sale of a French
prize broug:it into New London by an armed vessel of the stat,_ '

The Morrill Act, at the time of the Civil War. provided the first signific,
support for public higher education (30.000 acres of public land per Con-
gressman) and introduced the -agricultural and rneehalAcal- arts as a priority
need. The introduction of normal sc'iools, after the Civil Wa provided a
planned supply of teachers for the expanding public schools and became the
basis for a significant portion of our present divisified system of higher educa-
tion.

2. How sigizij cant is the role? Very.

The classic concept of education us a cluster of scholars gatht ed about the
feet of the master, high on a hilltop and contemplating the verities, leaves a lot
unsaid. Iii society based on the rule of law, with a concern for consumer
protection, an interest in quality at the least possible cost and a clear recognition
lit the relationship hetsseen credentials and competency, certain questions have
to be raised about the idyllic operation on the hilltop:

Is the school licensed and accredited?
Is the teacher certified?
Were the students conveyed to the hilltop in a vehicle that met all
applicable safet standards'' Was the driver qualified? Were insurance
requirements met?
Will the session last five hours so that it can he con
full day for state assistance ptirposes.7'

These questions !hal light he raised at the -tate les 1. There
could be others, for

'Rudolph. op . eit:. p 1

'Rudolph. op cit., p.
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Irin the teachers Onion:
!Aiouldit t an 'outdoors assignment. v. ith all of the potential bazar
1,olved. merit additional pa:t?
Is there adequate provision tor limeh time and coffee breaks?
Doesn't the size of this class merit the availability of a teacher s aide?

From the principal's (or superintendent's 1 office:
who authorized this trip. an% ?

From the school hoard (or parents):
I low can these children keep up %%ith the others when they arc con-
sistenth denied the equipment. library resources and specialized per-
sonniI available at the NChool building?

11
who rad at the gate keeper, neet. to remember that or nized

soeiet% requires restrictions that protect the many from the few. Exactly
as we defend ourselves against the speeder, the burglar or the en-

trepreneur w ho would market spoiled food. we must defend those who are to he
educated from charlatans. The state has a primars role Ill 1 his area. It licenses
schools and colleges in order to insure that those who %%mild operate them have
the resources to do so. It certifies teacher because some method. however, in-
adequate. must he used to separate out the incompetents. There have to be
standards with respect to faciiities. buses and insurance or children, somewhere.
w (add be put in jeopardy.

The states did not come qincldv to their pri it level of concern in these
areas. 1-:veil tlunigh public education is a state function and local boards of
education are, indeed, state rather than local agencie-. the initial reluctance
at the state level to find the necessary funds permitted the operation and sup-
port of the schools to become an essentially local matter. Teachers were
employed bv, ani! :ertified by, the local school committee. The buildings. the
length of school (I:, and term, the curriculum, the supplies all went, initially,
without review. P., .,:lage was the order ,,if the day, whether the matter at hand

the teaching position or the contract for the wood. Indeed, when the Civil
War ended, all Pennsylvania veterans were given teach!ng certificates as part of
their mustering out benefits.

In addition to consumer protection, the state provides money, in substan-
tial amounts, for the support of the public schools. In recent years, following a
series of court findings, state and local monies have been made available in
programs that are of assistance to students attending private schools. States ap-
propriate the bulk of the funding for public higher edu.z-ation and increasing
amounts, in a variety of ways, for private postsecondar.- institutions or their
students.

Coming back to state agencies for education and that initial trilogy of
leadership, service and regulation. there is regulation, as I have noted, but there
is also, in val ing amounts, service and leadership. Service includes providing
information (building costs, federal requirements, etc.), technical assistance
(how to establish a school lunch program), and professional help with special
problems (district workshops/ Leadership could involve encouragement to un-
dertake a proven but missing activity (kindergartens). to try new approaches
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(reorganizing around 1111-m.cc.c SC.-11 00;S- ), to cosponsor. help de% clop and utilize
new developments (cable TV programs ). to inmate inservwe training programs
for teachers, etc. There arc school systems that can and might do most of these
things for themsels es -- but not all. If education is a state function, then the
state stands as the protector of the least child and makes certain that he or she
obtains the opportunity which is his or her right.

IA ha! are the most critical problems at the statt lerel and what can
be done about them?

Before providing a list kwhich will not be in order of priority), 1 m mld note
three things:

There are a great man% more problems than the ones I will identlfV.
The most troublesome problems are complex and lend themselves more

readily to ameliorization than they do to solution.
oggestion for solutions will, because of my invok Anent here, suggest

actions for ECS in several instances.
seem to otter the best basis tor mg 1 lission- the occasional

overstatements arc tor emphasis.

icaturs tend to decry rather nderstand th pr(. -css
and, as a result, are ineffeetice spokesme

Educational leaders and spokesmen tend to he of middle age or more and
remember the hakyon years when good meant more, everything was onward
and upward. and support was expected and irtualk automatic. I heard a state
senator in New England tell a regional conference of several hundred educators
that -the day when the chairman of legislative committee bowed three times to
a university president and only came up twice is over.- ft sure is.

Our appearances before legislators have often been disastrous. Our
spokesmen have been seen as arrogant and condescending. They knew that
what they were seeking was admirable, good for the individual. good for the
state and that anyone with half a mind would see that. They assumed that their
priorities and those of the legislators were the same. Sometimes, that is the case;
often it is not_ Let me suggest for you the priorities that might be in the mind of
a legislator listening to an ardent plea from a president, a commissioner or a
chancellor. (I have never hcen a legislator, so these are contrived.)

Will supporting this help me get re-elected?
Will it help my district?
Will it help my party?
Which of my colleagues, to whom 1 have -chits out, is supporting this?
Would it lie a good thing for the state?

Please note first that there is no question of cost and second that the last
priority is the one held by the educator.

Textbooks on educational administration gave us chapter and verse for
years on -keeping education out of politics.- This is valid if we're talking about
partisan politics. We need help from both sides of the aisle. We also need to un-
derstand the political process, to find leaders to support what we need, to arm
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them ult in rray of expected I-. --fits. to karn ho to organize support and
use it.

EQ.; was .sta! 'i.thed to bring political aiid educational leaders together.
We have done that = to a degree. We nee( to bring more t'f- them together at
the state or regional level, around critical issuc and get them acquainted with
each other and eac! Ithers agendas. Legi-lators ,,re not lu,d people. Many. in
fact. have used every political skill thex had to further educational causes. But
some have become disenchanted with w hat the have seen as incessant
demands and no recognition of the value of ornpt'ting d&niauds or of possible
political implications.

B. T/It tute
eduali lona/ in

In gor reyect

The statement tands ay he too jircltisive. Some states nria be being

heard tparticurarly thow that maintain an office in ashin ut many
states are 'lot and, more importantly, the states oilerlWeiy are tOrt. I Nil' 110 ill-

lirttior on the part of the federal government to seek Stilte iitput before Iei.isla
hon s propo d or, on Ow other end, when regulations are 1-eing draw n joy
Cronin, the state Superintendent in Illinois, is warning the countryside about

federal takeover.'
1 lose no sleep (wcr a federal takeover l'.1% concern is that education is a

shut' function. The states and their citizens provide the funds for public educa-

tion ahmist all of them. Legislation affecting schools and colleges is often
passed in AN ashington without adequate information with respect to what the
effect will be .11 the various states, what the cost will be or will become, or what
compliance will be required.

Federal legis:ators would, I am certain, wekome more input from the
states. They initiate legislation which they feel to be of value, hold public
hearings, and must be distressed be the limited input tlu.t obtain. Hearings
tend to attract representatives of organizations who offer testimony based on
their particular objectives and on how the legislation might affect them. The

are seldom rer7esented in numbers or in a collective way. Dr. Richard
Nfillard of EC'S. in the field of higher education, has probably done as much as
any one person in getting the states' point of view before congressional com-
mittees. We need more like him.

ft would be dramatic if testimony from the states were offered to Congrt
recommending that certain legislation he enacted. A proposed. and agreed up-
on, draft of the legislation could be made available. Support could-be provided
by governors, legislators, educational leaders. Background information on the
issue, a listing of potential benefits. assessments of costs all of these things
could be done if the educational and political leaders of the states would agree
on the desirability of acting together in the manner described. Who can help
most with this? We eau, primarily through the activation of education councils
in the ECS member states aial unending attention to the desired outcomes.

-The Federal Takeover- Should the juni(Ir Partr Run thv Finn Phi Orlta Kap-
pan, April lth . (Set, p I ot tho colk.ution.
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Pu_ lie eirsenchantmcnt -ith

Some of the disenchantme is well-deserved. Parents, legislators and a
great many citizens rernaM disturbed bx ViOlt'lleV on CarnpuWN, diSI!srteOUS
behaxior, non-negotiable demands and life styles that run conirar to hing.lield
moral precepts. Others are concerned that instructors set pow' exaniDles, that
graduates cannot find suitable employment, that costs are far too high \lam
parents arc concerned for the physical safety of their children in pi:11)ln: sdwols.
They question the value of the edie.:ation being received. They resent teacher
strikes demands for higher salaries, and the failure of teachers to demand
good work

The public will not lose its disencflantrnrnt because souleone n-iniwts a
public relations program to attain that objectisi The publiv w ill provide the
support (not just financial) required by our sch, hen we:

Take them into our confidence and work with nem.
Solicit ;Ind doccpt suggestions kick tiLo non-
educators can t contribute to the educational proc including the
education of the non-educators own children)

* \lake clu_a- es hat we're tr.ing to accomplish
* Stop aIim rug lw insisting th_t w hat xx e do can t be

The public is Ix-ing taxed to support education. Many citjefl5 feel that the
cost exceeds the belief. N-Sany do not undersLiid what thr sch,ols are "pt-
mg to do, the diffkultx n vols ed. or the reason why costs arc greater tl :In the!,
used to he.

Here arc twin suggestions:

a Th conditions
that a collection of the best available minds should be brought

e nding the teaching act are s substttagntt.italheb;

to identify and describe w bat the situation actually is. A sccond-level activity.
with widespread involvement of citizens and political leaders as well as
ducators, would be an assessment of what these changed conditions nwan jn

terms of what happens in the teaching situation The eNentudi and luiped-for
outcome would he to assist teachers ill their increasingly complex task and to
enhance the possibility of students' obtaining what they ured. To(s maw,'
experienced teachers. successful in their work for many years, are retiring with
a sense of bitterness and frustration. They have been failitig an11 don't knww
why_

h. New rnethods of cooperation among parents. tcachers and Dont Lai
leaders are needed. ECS could help bring them about.

D. The lack of coordinated planning.

There is a great variety of planning going on but a lack of ros11lt in
-bringing it all together- at the state level. Let's look at the Vers.

iCertainly the governor plans. Ife plans both with his poljtical leatershiP
and with his state planning agency personnel. fie also has the benefit of
the fiscal planning that is done in the state ,budget office.
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The state planning age ric ypeall's has ral agt . but tiles has
little re erence to education. Priority tends to be gis en to obtaining
federa: fitnding, economic development, ep aronmental concerns. and
similar tasks. The state department of education, burdened with
traditional programs to administer as well as federal reporting
requirements and operating m an arrangen ent where local communities
?lave the basic responsibilitv for planning, has limited potential in this
area. Planning concerned with cAlsts and the need to increase the siate's
share, enrollmer,t forecasts, and the collection of vital statistics do occur
with consistency. Some of the larger states are able to examine problems
in more detail, develop more informatioi and make more recommen-
dations to the legislature, the school districts and the public at large.

ate coordinating or governing boards for postsecondary education
make plans. These agencies, most of w hich hae bei.71 created in the past
twenty Years (and including the 120:2 eemmission, have state-wide

stems planning a, m.ior act., it, Thu, &Iualik ol Air product sarics
nsiderablv, primarilv in term, of thc deuve uf ins olsement of the

puhlic and political leadership in plan development
College and universitv planning :las also sariud in terms of institutional

resource, Niic, age and tradition. The presence -wide avyncie, has
sharpened the phinning in many instancy, ;Aid required its relationship i the

svstem.

ith all this plannin iing on, where dues he failure of pay-out oc-
cur?

The major decisions which affect education (public education)
are mak in the halls of state legislatures. The basic item under consideration is
the governor's recommended budget even though imprtant legislation can be
introduced apart from it. The places where planning can go wrong include:

The requests made for education are not based in planning but arc simp-
Is -add oils- to the previous car, with a percentage increase for infla-
tion
The got ernor's budget was prepared by the state budget office w hid'
is seen as enemy territory- by the educators. The budget office is apt to
be fine-tuned to political considerations but tuned out ss ith respect !() the
reqijests of educators. It doesn't help, these days. if the educational
enterprise is seen too fat, not accountable, not well administered or not
related to reality,
Only limited effort has been made to involve political leadership in the
planning procc'sti or even to keep it informed about real needs. Politieians
do not like surprises, and they cannot be expected to support requests
which come on scene su ithout their knowledge.
Internecine warfare among the supplicants is a constant hazard. Publicly
or covertly undermining the u.quests of other institutions or agencies
simply delivers the whole enterprise into the bands of those who do not
wish to provide what is being requested. The burden for getting the
planning together at the state level lxgins with the educators. Political
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(I er ag,.11(la
thes are a1tXions tn be ins

;Ispport.

ELS i eurrentiv iris'olsrd in sisting state officials egard in several
major ways. inur eVirnples of xi Inch are:

The Evaluation and Improvement of Statewide Plannin, Program, sup-
ported hv the Lin% Endow mcnt. an activity carried out in the states at
their request.
The Inservice Education Program, supported by the Kellogg Founda-
tion, which conducts national and regional seminars around critical
ISNEWS.

The Education Finance Center. supported by thr Spencer Foundatums
and NIE. hid, assists states in analyzing their sehoul finance programs
and helps draft new approaches to meet court requirements for programs
and tax equiti
The Equal Rights for Vomen in Education Project, supported I the
Ford Foundation, which analyzes federal legislation and regulations.
reviews state laws and court cases and suggests model state legislation to
eliminate sex discrimination.

i have not included finance in m progra ins This is not because. I (lo
not see finance as an important problery hut because it is sn often used to ob-

discussion of critical issues. The fact that states, at a given time, lack
adequate funds or have not succeeded in developing tax structures that yield the
required resources or have not achieved appropriate efficiencies in agency or in-
stitutional operation is not critical to the state's role in education. The state's
role will remain essentially the same within whatever funding level is available,
and the topic of finance would he better examined as a separate subject on
another occasion.

hut ru:I. (Ape:: ice leads oi i. to beli,exe that
id to have planned. instif ed pro ,rams



EA OM 034
Congress and the Executive Branch:
The Struggle for Policy Control
in Education

Richard Dallas S ith

The struggle betwcen Congress and the Executive Branch for control of
policy in education has created a complex set of organizations. rules and forces
affecting federal policy, on education '

This struggle has caused Congress to overreact 1 becoming heavily in-
volved in policy implementation and, to a great degree. has witnessed the
Executive Branch trying to create its ow 7-1 policy ithout the basis of law. Short
of proposing something as dramatic as an education program costing several
billions in new money, any new political Administration would face some very
difficult pr.-Hems in mastering its own house in the fidd of education.
Executive appointees would have their hands tied by rules which, whatever their
ultimate effect, appear to have been designed to frustrate their predecessors.
New legislative proposals would run up against Congressional customs
developed in an atmosphere in which proposals of the Executive Branch have
usually been ignored.

Even if a new Administration were to embark upon a bold new approach to
education, it would be unwise to do so until the graundwork is laid by building
trust and confidence in both the Congress and the education community. This
requires open communication, candor, sound administration, and, most of all,
appointees who are viewed as having competence and integrity. The Congress
and the education community would not be persuaded that these were present
were a new Administration to propose consolidation of existing programs
without vastly increased funding or to suggest increased aid for welfare and

'The writer regards the conflict between the Congress and the Esmutive Branch as having begun
with the reorganization of the Office of Education which Commissioner Keppvl carried out after
the enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1955. That reorganization made the
Congress and some of the education community unhapp y. with the result that the Bureau for the
Education of the Handicapped was created by law in 1966 over the objections of Keppel
Subsequent actions by Commissioners of Education led to unusually frequent legislated internal
organizations of OE and limitations on discretion, such as section 421A(c) of the General Education
Provisions Act, the -Cranston Amendment.- The origins and provisions of the General Education
Provisions Act may well be the proper subject for the study of the relations between the Congress
and th,- Executive Branch,

Richard Dallas Smith, Attorney 6

Education, U.S. Senate Cowin
_kite Counsel, Subcmnmi
and Public Uelfare



health as a means of freeini. tip state anti local funds tor education. The latter
appn contrary- to the experienee ol educators with rest-nue-sharing and
our collective hopes tor ()warty (If educational opporturnty It iv (HAM also rein-
force present inequities m revenue capabilities and local spending patterns.

Proposals such as these are being advanced with some seriousness as a
reasonable approach bit bitliril aid to education riw, are flot. Rather the.
heighten the suspicions of an already skeptical Congress and education ixt
1111111If %%hid) haS IIIVOI%cd itself increasingly m detailed policy making and nn-
plementatimi in education lite result of that suspicion over the last ten sears is
a seri s of statutes creating an lmost liszantin male of legislated
organizations fractured resporodulity . and eomples rules which play a mIt IT

dh11(1.4 esCr 11. facet of federal education programs. Nut statutes are the product
a decade of distrust ml not open liostdits, ou the part of Congress toward (he

f)ep4r1ment of 1 fealth. Education and \Velfare arid the Ofhce of
\I:lodgement .ind Budget t \IR) and are designed chilibcratcly to require

laW rather than by reorg Han in ttdit I n ss uhin the
rigress, these statutes are so draw n as to force their reconstderanon under the

!if Congressional committees hay mg education Jurisdiction rather than
that of gosernment operations committees ha\ mg general goscrionient jurisdic-
tion

This assi *an of (: utgressiorrah 1115015 mem in policy implementation
has ht. tri matched lis the Executive Branch_ notably in If EV4 . in
polies making without a basis in law. ResponsibilitY AA ithin HEW for

education programs is vested by statute among the various agencies and officials
in the Education Division: the Office of Education 1(E1, the National Institute
of Education (NIE); and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education
tASE 1. But within H EW, the laws diffuse responsibility to the point that no of-
ficial. w hether it be the Secretarv of HEW, the Assistant Secretary, the Com-
missioner of Education, or the Director of Ni E. can make or carry out polies for
education or even coordinate policy within the Education Division.

The Secretary is given no statutory authority for the administratnm of
education programs; the only :unborn% the secretary possesses is the general
responsibility for management ot the Department. The statutes yest ad-
ministrative authority for those programs in a number of subordinate official%
At the same time responsibility for the enforcement of anti-discrimination and
privacy laws is lodged in the Secretary., and those laws, which affect almost
every education agency, institution and organization in the nation, are
generally enforced with very little influence by relevant officials in the Educa-
tion Division of IIEW.

The Assistant Secretary has responsibility only for Emergency School Aid
(which has been delegated to the Commissioner of Education ) and the Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary Education. The statutes do not even
authorize the Assistant Sveretarv to supervise or coordinate the agencies in tire
Education Division. The hinetions of that office are thus primarily ceremonial.

Es en though authority for most education programs is vested in the COM-
IffiNSionCr of Education, the Commissioner has limited legal authority to eyiercise
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juogment or the manner in which tho prcgrarn s are
administered or reg IrdiliL the structure of the internal or.zanization of OE.
Congress has structured much of the :Wer 1t:. law, w ith mandatory
delegations of functions.

Responsibility in NIE. a small agenc is bifurcated: the Director is rciii
sible for as management and reports there, in tleigh the Assistant secrehiry III
the Secretar y. while the National (ouncil on Fr.,- at ion lic,carch Ow members
(It whIch arc appointed by the President ) hia thc sole statutory power to make
general policy for N IF and reports to nobods .

ith respect to internal structures of these agtn1cie. the authorizing
and appropriations statutes, as well as committe reports and other
-tmlegislated understandings,- linnt the number and use of staff

positions for which functions, locations, and job descriptions are prescribed by
Congress.

The Congress has created rules which gist the ive Branch !ittle op-
portunity for llexibilits, In the implementation of policy. The most ohs 'oils
example is found in the area of prescribing and adapting regulatioll, for federal
programs. Existing laws requir( all policies affecting the administration of
education programs to be estabhshed by formal regulation procedure. in-
cluding:

I. a citation of "he legal authority from which each substantive provision is
deriwd,

_blishment of an effeetive date only after public hearings for com-
ments by interested parties (which comments must have an official response
published in the Federal Register):

;3 . submission to the' Congress, which may reject the regulation as incunsis
`th law; and

4. promulgation in accordance with a time schedule submitted to
Congress. Generally this cumbersome regulation process takes from 75 days to
18 months to accomplish.

In addition, a number of general provisions, eicsigned by ogress tu essen
the likelihood of policy being created through appropriations and to pre% era un-
authorized consolidation of programs. have the effect of preventing coordina-
tion among programs and cooperation within among education agencies.

istrust in the discretion or judgment of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion has led to 5tringent controls over the Executive agencies. Com-
missioners of Education have seldom had tenures exceeding three

years, with the average less than two. Each Commissioner seems to have in-_
tended, upon taking office, to be much more than a -check writer- and hoped
to leave a major imprint upon education during his predictably short tenure.
Each Commissioner appointed a few bright people whose careers and ambitions
were viewed as dependent upon -making a mark.' during the tenure of their
sponsor. in recent years Commissioners have been reluctant to submit to
Congress their various proposols in the form of legislation. The regular processes
were thus sometimes bypassed in ways calculated to achieve largely political
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objectives. Some C imnhis'-i one sotbt to ine,lement them (1 bY ad-
tninistratiy e procedures, and by seeking ant through the ap-
propriations process. These attc'rnpts were not p »ular ith the authorizing
committees.

In the elisuhlIC struggles between Commissioners and the authorizing corn -
mittees, the Commissioners were, for pohtical and k.gal reasons. unsuccessful.
Politically, the Commissioners drew upon -univer-ity elitists for ideas and the
chief state school officers for support, using a few federal dollars to bring about
big ideas in education and concentrating decisions at the federal and state level.
Most education organizations. on the other band, wpresent local authorities and
practitioners and felt left out, underfunded_ and subject to poLcies oxer v hid
they had little inflnence. hcreasingly, they turned for support to the
authorizing committers in Congress.

Legislation emanating from this local-based alliance not only slapped dmA n
mmissioners proposed policies but spelled out. in great detail, the manner in

hiCh COngresSiUnal policies Wcri.' to bc implumciard. tu tf c point that both
law and administration have become cumbersome.

Rely ing heavily upon technicians and lawyers, the Congre sional corn-
ruuittees and the outside groups made sure that the laws were tightly drawn.
leaving little flexibility for administration and always threatening law suits
against U.S. Commissioners who tried to depart from Congressional intent.

The options for dealing with this maze are limited. hia regardless of any
ne,.% political Administration and education fun(Linental choices must
soon be made. The maze can, of course, be wiped out as the result of an
Executive Branch victory over much opposition, or it can be modified as an out-
come of negotiations. Congressional dominance in the field has held so
long that it SeeMS impossible to undo the past until confidence in the education
comtn unity can be rebuilt and distrust' in the Congress can be dissipated. Since
education has not been a deeply partisan issue on the Hill since 1966-67 (indeed,
there has been an extraordinary degree of bipartisanship), a change in parties in
the White House would not in and of itself accomplish the latter. Confidence of
the education community can, in part. be won with increased federal funds for
education Propo5als advanced by persons in whom both the Congress and the
community do not place trust or which have the effect (if cutting aPProPriaiions
have generally been rejected without a consideration of their merits arid will
probably continue to he rejected.

The surest approach would be to offer a complete reorganizLlturn in con-
nection with a cabinet-level position for education, a major increase in funding,
and the appointment of persons who reflect the broadest possible views of local
authorities and practitioners. and individuals from state colleges and univer-
sities in addition to the -university. eliti5ts of the lv League and California

Short of that ideal, which nevertheless should be attainable, a long-range
policy statement, accompanied by a series of interim measures designed to im-
prove existing education programs as well as the policvmaking atmosphere.
could be used to lay the groundwork for new approaches to federal education
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I iven the generally lo'.v priority of education in Washington, neither the
Executive Branch nor the Congress will be willing to devote the energy
and money necessary to achieve the -surest approach.- Therefore, a

series of interim steps over the first two years, with a view toward establishing a
new national policy by 1980. could be initiated.

The first interim steps should include the following
I. Studies to determine the extent to which:

a. existing laws interfere with efficient administration of existing
programs and ought to be modified:

b. the existing organization of the Education Division should be
reorganized and responsibility centralized; and

c. present personnel speaking for the Education Division have been in-
volved in the conflict between the Hill and the agency and would be involved in
any reorganization.

2. Begin the recruitment of new people whose talents and tr. ming are such
that the agencies could begin with fresh faces aiid a clear atmosphere, un-
beleaqured by prior acrimony.

3. Based on the studies conducted under item i 1) above, submit legisf,",in
to the Congress, as an interim measure but with high priority, designed 1, ay
the groundwork for major policy decisions to be made by 1980 and to be im-
plemented in due course thereafter. At that time. the public will be ready to in-
vest the necessary money in public education. The Administration must an-
ticipate public opinion and put in place a rational education policy for all
American citizens.
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EA 009 035
Clarifying the Federal
Role by Strengthening
The Intergovernmental System

Samuel Halperin

Where We are Today
The federal government's major involvement in education dates on13: to

1963. and more particularly to Lyndon Johnson and the Great Society. Yet, as

several contributors to this anthology argue, and many observers concur, the
federal government is today attempting to do far too much in the field of educa-
tion, there is no clear sense of federal priorities, and the burden of federal
regulation and administration has become excessive. Indeed, the real worth of
Washington's contribution to improved education is very much in question.

The exact number of federal education programs is open to disputeat
least 400 operated by so-me 70 different federal agencies. The 1977 federal
budget projects almost $10 billion to be spent for -programs which are primari-
ly education.- Congress will add at least $1 billion to President Ford's budget.
Of 'this, the U.S. Office of Education is responsible for approximately 120
programs with a budget in FY 1977 of about $9 billion. (In sharp contrast,
USOE"s budget in 1963 was only $653 million.) Nevertheless, federal funding cf
education is relatively small: seven percent of elementary and secondary spend-
ing, 12-25 percent of total higher education spending, mostly in student finan-
cial (not institutional) aid.

As a result of the legislative successes of the Great Society, it has become
fashionable and relatively easy to pass new educational bills. Both the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and the House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor are overwhelmingly sympathetic to education and disposed to
authorize more funding and a variety of new_ programs. In the face of
Republican administrations perceived as anti-education, the Congress has
resisted most efforts to oversee, set priorities, rationalize, consolidate or
otherwise streamline the burgeoning federal education presence.

On the appropriations front, a coalition of education groups in the Com-
mittee for Full Funding of Education Programs has been relatively successful in
raising the inadequate budgets proposed by Presidents Nixon and Ford. Both
the Congressional appropriations and budget committees have also been
relatively favorable to education spending. In the past seven years, about $5
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billion has been added to Presidential budgets, in some instances by overriding
vetoes. Yet, these Congressional increases have barely kept pace with inflation
and the rising costs of education. Stated another way, education had a large,
one-time jump in federal support in 1965-66 and has only maintained its relative
position since then.

In my view, Congressional education committees today increasingly over-
legislate and over-regulate. They are difficult to check bv anyone; education
groups either get what they want or, conversely, fed hostage to a few activist
pro-education Congressmen and their powerful staffs who determine what is
needed in education and then construct successful coalitions to push the legisla-
tion through. This is true even when public and educator demand for new
legislation is modest at best.

Countervailing and rationalizing forces are generally weak and/or ignored.
The states, HEW, USOE, and the Education Commission of the States are
generally not major factors in education policymaking. The states seem most in-
tent on maximizing their share of public funds, and several individual states
have opened offices in Washington to get their share,' rather than to resist or
reshape federal policy.

Non-educational power elites (e.g. business) pay scant attention to
education's legislative affairs, viewing them as a minor league affair, despite the
very large portion of state and local tax money consumed by education.

In this context, most current Washington conversation about policy really
concerns preserving and expanding existing program authorizations, expanding
funding for them, and enacting politically sexy new programs and giving these
new advocates a -hunting license- for future federal appropriations.

Conversely, too little concern is expressed about several important matters.
How, for example, are existing programs working (legislative oversight)? Should
they be consolidated, terminated or replaced by more effective delivery
systems? What about the relative priorities among programs and whether
proposed new enactments might not turn out to be financially competitive with
existing programs? Are the burdens and responsibilities imposed upon the
responsible bureaucracies at all levelsfederal, state, localadministratively
feasible? Can the bureaucrats manage all of the mandated reports, monitoring,
and compliance procedures?

0 f overriding concern is the effect of policies and programs upon the
goals and purposes of education. EVerything seems to be considered ad
hoc. What passes for priorities are mostly politically, not philosophical-

ly, derived. There is little sense of the relationship of one program to another, of
one level or segment of education to another, or of education to the rest of socie-
ty. Similarly, and equally important, there is little attention to the appropriate
and inappropriate roles of the various levels of government in education.
Everything is fair game for federal intervention. Consequently, the responsibili-
ty of lower levels of government is increasingly unclear, and there is widespread
confusion about who is accountable for solving educational problems.

In sum, the present federal education scene shows an inconsistent mix.
There has been a proliferation of federal programs and agencies even though
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Washington has had a relatively minor financial role. The Congressional
authorizing committees have been pro-education, and the budget and ap-
propriations committees have been sympathetic even when they have not been
lavishly generous. To this should be added the increasingly visible hut highly
fragmented education -community- of more than 100 often competing national
associations whose major agrtwment is that federal spending should be increased and
federal regulation reduced. (Increasingly, however, some groups seek to use federal
power to compel a particular type (If behavior at the state and local levelswhich in
tum leads to more federal regulation and complexity.) In an era of limited resources
for education, this type of policy process is unlikely to meet cdtical national needs or
to serve vital, if politically weaker, educational interests.

What Is To Be Done
Reform can only come about in a spirit of cooperation and partnership

among federal and state governments and the educational community. Insofar
as federal initiative is desired, it can only come from a national administration
that demonstrates that it cares about children and teachers, about the special
needs of the handicapped and the disadvantaged, about improved teaching,
about the critical financial problems of state and local educational authorities.
Attitudes and policies that center solely on improved programmatic manage-
ment without compassion and concern For education will evoke only entrenched
and self-righteous opposition to what are perceived as attempts to reduce
federal aid to education.

Secondly, both our nat anal and our educational leadership should actively
and jointly foster processes to clarify and focus the federal role in education. In
my opinion, this should proceed from the political and educational assumptions
that federal financial aid might well deserve expansion, but that it must lw more
carefully targeted on a smaller number of attainable objectives and effectively
managed so as truly to help its intended beneficiaries.

Thirdly, every actionfederal, state or associationalshould proceed with
the deliberate intention to strengthen the intergovernmental system in educa-
tion. The partners to dialogue should be clear that, in most areas of education,
the federal role is and should be secondary to 'that of the states.'

I have already suggested (see pages 20 to 22 above) six specific ways in
which the intergovernmental system in education might be strengthened. In ad-
dition, the following should be considered:

1. A quasi-governmental Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations in Education, to advise the President and tlw Congress on those

'A few selected roles are likely to be widely accepted as primarily federal in character, e.g. the
protection of constitutional rights (non-discrimination in education). t.ducational research and
developmtt, maintaining the excvllence of major knowledge centers and rescarc h universities. in-
ternational education access to educational opportunity.. aMong others. See also pages 57-58
below,
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pritifitY actions which ought to be undertaken by the federal govern nt (and,
conversely, which ought not.)5

2. At a minimum, regular consultative relations, now ab ent, should be
inaugurated among the federal Executive Branch, the. state governors and
federal and state legislative representatives regarding the future of educational
policy in the nation.

3. Finally, the President should seek the most vigorous leadership possible
for a revitalized U.S. Office of Education (or in time, perhaps, for a Department
of Education). That leadership should be conspicuously charged with im-
plementing the priorities expressed above.

orthy of serious consideration, too, is Senator Abraham Ribicoffs
proposal to create a National Advisory Commission on Education.
Because this proposal is not readily available and because it is more

thoughtful and extensive than similar suggestions, I am including it below. (The
original text is contained in 5.1059, 93rd Congress, 1973, and in Senator Hobert
Humphrey's more recent bill, 5.754, 94th Congress.)

National Advisory Commission on Edueati

Sec. 10. (a) There is hereby established a National Advisory Com-
mission on Education composed of fifteen members appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate from
among individuals

(1) who are familiar with the educational needs and goals of the
United States.
(2) who havr getence in assessing the progress of educational
agencies, inst . and organizations in meeting those needs
and achieving It, -oals,

'Note the following recommendation of The President's Commission on School Finance iMeEI
Report 1. 1972. p. xxii:

A. Creation of a National Educational Policy Development Council
The work of this Commission and similar groups has highlighted the need

for a continuous and concerted approach to the study of national policies in
education. National needs and goals should be claiified through a combina-
tion nf local. State. arid national interests and set forth from time to time at
the Federal level, The President's influence on educational policy has in-
creased markedly in recent decades and his role i5 likely to expand further in
the future. To assist him in dealing with issues of national educational policy
and to give appropriate visibility to education as a fundamental interest of the
nation and its people, we propose the establishment of a National Educational
Policy Development Council.

The Commission recommends the establishment of a National Educational
Policy Development Council, with membership drawn front the broad spec-
trum of American society, to advise the President on national educational
policy; to assess the relationship between education and mafur social, cultural
and economic problems; and to give continuing attention to education as a
fundamental national concern. The scope of this council should include all
levels and types of eduaition.
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(3) who are familiar with the administration of State and local
educational agencies and of institutions of higher education, and

(4) who are representative of the mass media, industry, and the
general public. Members shall be appointed for terms of three
years, except that (1) in the case of initial members, as designated
by the President, five members shall be appointed for terms Of (MC
sear, five members shall be appointed for terms of two years, and

embers shall be appointed for terms of three years, and (2)
any member appointed to fill a vacancy shall serve the
remainder of the term for which his predecessor was appointed.

(b) The National Commission shall--
(1) review the administration of, general regulations for, and
operation of Federal education programs;
(2) advise the Secretary and other Federal officials with respect to
the educational needs and goals of the Nation and assess the
progress of the renewal of appropriate agencies, institutions, and
organizations of the Nation in order to meet those needs and

thieve those goals;
(induct objective evaluations of specific education programs

and projects in order to ascertain the effectiveness of such
programs and projects in achieving the purpose for which they are
intended;
(4) make recommendations (including recommendations for
changes in legislation) for the improvement of the administration
and operation of Federal education programs;

(5) consult with Federal. State, and local and other educating
agencies, institutions, and organizations with respect to assessing
education in the United States and the improvement of the quali-
ty of education, including

(A ) areas of unmet needs in education and national goals and
the means by which those areas of need may be met and those
national goals may be achieved;
(B) determinations of priorities among unmet needs and
national goals; and
(C) specific means of improving the quality 4nd effectiveness of
teaching, curriculums, and educational media and of raising
standards of scholarship and levels of achievement;

(6) conduct national conferences on the assessment, improvement,
and renewal of education, in which national and regional educa-
tion associations and organizations. State and local education of7
ficers and administrators, and other education-related
organizations. institutions, and persons (including Parents of
children participating in Federal education programs) may
exchange and disseminate information on the improvement of
education;
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(7) conduct, and report on, comparative studies and evaluations of
education systems in foreign countries; and
(8) advise and assist in the coordination of all Federal educatkmal
advisory committees, councils or commissions.

(c) The National Commission shall make an annual report, and such
other reports as it deems appropriate, to the President and to the
Congress, concerning its findings. recommendations. and activities.
(d) In carrying out its responsibilities under this section, the National
Commission shall take, together with the Secretary. whatever action
is necessary to carry out section 448 of the General Education
Pnwisions Act, to devise a manageable and effective advisory struc-
ture for the Department. The National Commission shall advise the
Secretary on the number of advisory bodies that are necessary and
the manner in which such bodies relate to one another. The National
Commission shall consult with the National Advisory Council on the
Education of Disadvantaged Children, the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Supplementary Centers and Services, the National Advisory
Council on Education Professions Development, the National Ad-
visory Council on Educational Research and Development and such
other advisory councils and committees as may be appropriate to
carry out its functions under this subsection. All Federal agencies are
directed to cooperate with the National Commission in carrying out
its functions under this subsection.
(v) The National Commission is authorized to engage such technical
assistance a may be required to carry out its functions and the
Secretary shall, in addition, make available to the National Commis-
sion such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and such perti-
nent data prepared by the Department as the National Commission
may require to carry out its functions.
(f) Members of the National Commission who are not in the regular
full-time employ of the United States shall, while attending
meetings or conferences of the National Commission or while
otherwise engaged in the business of the National Commission, be
entitled to receive compensation at a rate fixed by the Secretary, but
not exceeding the rate specified at the time of such service for grade
GS-18 under section 5332 of title 5. United States Code, including
traveltime, and while so serving on the business of the National
Commission away from their homes or regular places of business
they may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of
subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States
Code, for persons employed intermittently in the Government ser-
vice.

(g) The President shall appoint the National Commission not later
than thirty days after the date of enactment of this act.

A third concept worthy of review is an unimplemented provision of existing
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law, the Councils on Quality in Edu airier! in See. 541 of P.1--
20 U.S.C. 868):

Part DCouneils on Quality in Education
NATIONAL AND STATE ADVISORY COUNCILS

Sec. 541. (a) (1) There is hereby (..stahlished a National Couneihin Qua li.
ty in Education (hereafter referred to as the -National Council") composed
of fifteen members appointed by the President, by and with the :idvke and
consent of the Senate. The membership of the National Council shall in-
elude persons who are familiar with the educational needs and golds of the
Nation, persons with competence in assessing the progress of the education
agencies, institutions, and organizations in meeting those needs and
achieving those goals, persons familiar with the administration of state and
local educational agencies and of institutions of higher education, and per.
sons representative of the general public. Members shall be appointed for
terms of three years, except that (1) in the case of initial members, one-third
of the members shall be appointed for terms of two years each, and (2) ap-
pointments to fill the unexpired portion of any term shall he for such por-
tion only.

(2) The National Council shall
(A ) rCView the administration of, gerwral regulations for, and operation
of the programs assisted under this title at the Federal, State, and loeui
levels, and other Federal education programs;
(B) advise the Commissioner and, when appropriate, the Seectary and
other Federal officials with respect to the educational nee+ and goat,
of the Nation and assess the progress of the educational agencies. in.
stitutions, and organizations of the Nation toward meeting dose needs
and achieving those goals;
(C) conduct objective evaluations of specific education programs and
projects in order to ascertain the effectivenos of such programs and
projects in achieving the purpose for which they are inteoded;
(0) review, evaluate. and transmit to the Congress and the President
the reports submitted pursuant to clause (E) of paragraph (3) of soh.
section (b) of this section;
(E) make recommendations (including recommendations for changes
in legislation) for the improvement of the administration and opera_
tion of education programs including the programs authorized hy thk
title:
(F) consult with Federal, State, local, and other educational agencIes
institutions, and organizations with respect to assessing education in
the Nation and the improvement of the quality of edneution,
eluding
(i) areas of unmet needs in education and national gnQig and the
means by which those areas of need may be met and those national
goals may be achieved;
(ii) determinations of priorities among unmet needs and nationa
goals; and
(iii) specific means of improving the quality and effectiveness Of
teaching, curricula, and educational media and of raising standards of
scholarship and levels of achievement;
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(() conduct national conferences on the assessment and improvement
of education, in which national and regional education associations
and organizations, State and local education officers and ad-
ministrators, and other organizations, institutions, and persons
(including parents of children participating in Federal education
programs) may exchange and disseminate information on the improve-
ment of education: and
(14 ) conduct, and report on, comparative studies and evaluations of
education systems in foreign countries.

(3) Tht National Council shall make an annual report, and such other
reports as it deems appropriate. on its findings, mcommendations, and
activities to tbe Congress and the President. The President is requested
to transmit to the Congress, at least annually, such comments and
reeomnwndations us he may have with respect to such reports and its ac-
tivities,
(4) In carrying out its responsibilities under this srction, the National
Council shall consult with the National Advisory Council on the Educa-
tion of Disadvantaged Children, the National Advisory Council on
Supplementary Centers and Services, the National Advisory Council on
Education Professions Development, and such other advisory councils
and committees us may have information and competence to assist the
National Council. All Federal agencies are directed to cooperate with the
National Council in assisting it in carrying out its functions.
(b) (1) Any State receiving payments under this title for any fiscal year
may establish a State advisory council (hereinafter referred to as -State
council-) which if it meets the requirements and has the authority spec-
ified in this subsection may receive payments pursuant to paragraph (7).
The State council shall be appointed by the Governor or, in the case of
States in which the members of the State educational agency are elected
(including election by the State legislature), by such agency.
(2) The State council established pursuant to this subsection shall be
broadly representative of the educational resources of the State and of
the public. Representation on the State council shall include, but not be
limited to, persons representative of

(A) public and nonprofit private elementary and secondary schools;
(B) institutions of higher education;
(C) areas of competence in planning and evaluating education
programs, and the assessment of the effectiveness of, and the ad-
ministration of, such programs at the State and local levels; and
(D) areas of competence in dealing with children for whom special
educational assistance is available under this Act.

(3) The State council shall
(A ) prepare and submit through the State educational agency a report
of its activities, recommendations, and evaluations, together with such
additional comments as the State educational agency deems ap-
propriate, to the Commissioner and the National Council at such
times, in such form, and in such detail as the Commissioner may
prescribe;
(B) advise the State educational agency on the preparation of, and
policy matters arising in the administration of, State and local
educational programs in the State, including the development of
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criteria for approval of applications for assistance under this title:
(C) advise State and local officials who have a responsibility for educa-
tion in the State with respect to the planning, evaluating. administra-
tion. and assessment of education in the State;
(D) review and make recommendations to the State educational agen-
cy on the action to be taken with respect to applications for assistance
under this title by local educational agencies; and
(E) evaluate programs and projects assisted under this title.

(4) Any such State shall certify the establishment of, and membership of
its State council to, the Commissioner.
(5) Such State council shall meet within thirty days after its certification
has been accepted by the Commissioner and select from among its
membership a chairman. The time, place, and manner of meeting shall
be as provided by the rules of the State council, except that such ricks
must provide for not less than one public meeting each year at which the
public is given opportunity to express views concerning the operation of
programs and projects assisted under this title.
(6) Such State council shall be authorized to obtain the services of such
professional, technical, and clerical personnel as may be necessary to
enable them to carry out their functions under this title and to contract
for such services as may be necessary to enable them to carry out their
evaluation functions.
(7) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year
such sums, not in excess of 2 VI per centum of the amount otherwise ap-
propriated for such year for the purposes of this title, as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this subsection.

(20 U.S.C. 868) Enacted April 13. 1970, P.L. 91-230, Title I. e 143(u) (4) (1)) 4 Stat. 148.

The proposed National Advisory Commission on Education or the Councils
on Quality in Education and the other suggestions advanced earlier are certain-
ly not offered as immediate cure-alls for the afflictions of the ever more com-
plicated intergovernmental system_of educational policymaking. And it is un-
likely that anyone's pet solution will be the only helpful one. But the beginnings
of wisdom in this field may be the discovery that the whole of the Complex
mosaic of federalism in educrition bears only slight resemblance to its compo-
nent parts. Above all, reasoned debate and conscientious consideration of alter-
natives are required to help ensure that federalism truly works in the third cen-
tury of the American commonwealth.
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EA 009 03
A New Style of Federal Aid
for:.Elementary and
'Seeondary Education

Don Davies, Miriam Clasby, Wi11am Borges

The public expects its n. ional leadership to improve the delivery of federal
education assistance by improving program management, eliminating duplica-
tion of effort, cutting red tape and reipiring stronger justifications for budget
requests. In other words, the challenges facing the President and the Congress
far exceed what can be achieved simply by granting what educators want most:
increased funding, cabinet-level departmental status for education, and reduced
federal regulation. Indeed, establishing a better-funded, higher status federal
education agency in advance of a basic shift in the style with which the present
federal delivery system seeks to assist state and local education agencies might
well be a mistake that would deepen many of the existing flaws in that system.

Bureaucratic reforms to achieve greater efficiency, accountability, and
clearer goal orientation are important. In the absence of fundamental alteration
of the federal education delivery system, however, those steps will not help to
correct many of the present inadequacies and conflicts in the schools. Effective
expenditures of the federal education dollar require nothing short of a redefini-
tion of the federal role and style of intervention. With such a redefinition, for
example, it becomes possible to speak concretely about the role of the public in
public education and how it is to get what it pays for.

Nearly all efforts to restructure the federal educational delivery system
since 1969 have failed. One exception was the creation in 1972 of the National
Institute of Education (N1E). But even this sorely needed agency has had a
rocky and uncertain history. Many programs of research and development re-
main scattered in other agencies, and funding for the NIB remains low..1..ess
money is spent there than in N1E's predecessor research and development
programs.

In 1969-70, an effort by the U.S. Office of Education to package school
system and suppoff programs was squashed by Congress at the urging of key
educational groups. Another, more ambitious Executive Branch plan called
-Educational Renewal- was also killed because Congress believed it required
new legislation and saw it as example of Executive Branch usurpation of

The authors are members of the Institute for Responsive Education, Boston
University,
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Congressional authority. A Congressional initiative to consolidate several
programs succeeded partially in the Education Amendments of _1974, but it
represents only minor change. fndeed, many educators feel that the new con-
solidated paperwork exceeds the old! President Ford's limited consolidation or
block grant proposal in 1976 was hardly taken seriously by the Congressional
committees or most of the education groups in Washington. A recent consolida-
tion proposal by Senators Domenici (Rep., N. Mex, ) and Bellmon (Rep., Okla.)
is pnwing of interest to educators who are extremely wary of its omservative
sponsors and the near-miss in the Republican Party's 1976 platform which
almost called for the termination of most existing federal aid to education.

Overall, the Nixon-Ford initiatives were also seen by minority communities
as anti-minority and anti-poor. They were greeted with hostility by the
Democratic Congressional committee leadership which authored the programs
in the first place. They were viewed as efforts to cut spending and services
without regard for human consequences. Their perceived style was one of dis-
mantling programs, downgrading the importance of education, pleasing the
conservative elements of the country at the expense of the poor, and sub-
stituting bureaucratic tinkering for compassion and commitment.

To avoid repeating these errors, what is needed is a new style and spirit
that, at the same time, produces a better format for the delivery of federal
assistance.

Developing A New Style of Federal Leadership
A new style of federal leadership in education must be based on a series of

commitments which shape its spirit. Although precise formulation calls for
careful scrutiny and systematic discussion of "appropriate federal respon7
sibilities.- the following are suggested as major ingredients of the analysis and
subsequent federal commitment:

1. The need for more effective public participation in educational
decisionmaking at all levels.

2. The importance of strengthening the planning and management padty
of state and local education agencies.

3. The paramount importance of the responsiveness of each local school
building to its own conirounuy and of each sub-district and district to its diverse
communities. Federal or state programs of funding or educational improvement
that undercut such basic community-school re4aonsibility are, in the long run,
counterproductive.

4. The desirability of a pluralistic and diverse educational system better
public and private schools with diversity in content and styles of teaching,
offering a wide range of choices to students and parents. This entails a specific
rejection of the "one best system" mentality that has long dominated the
thinking of many educators.

5. The right to equity in services and treatment or all students.
6. The strengthening of primary schools at the state and local levels.
Transforming current federal educational practice along these suggested

lin s involves two main tasks:
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1. Streamlining existing patterns of national inter ention so that priority
emphasis is unmistakably placed on thou functions appropriate to the federal
rat', (for example, working with Congress and state political and educational
leadership to develop an informed consensus about national interests and set-
ting priorities related to them; safeguarding constitutional rights, e.g., equality
of opportunity: monitoring the effectiveness of its own programs; stimulating
and sponsoring research and development efforts on better teaching and learn-
ing).

2. Supporting and increasing the capacity of state and local gove
and of citizens in general to make the system more responsive to their need for
example, increasing efforts to improve the planning and management capacities
of state and local education agencies, citizen organizations and other agencies
involved in educational policies and programs; stimulating citizen participation
in educational decisionmaking; communicating and working with other
-lower- levels of government as an equal partner in a joint enterprise of making
schools more responsive to their clients; identifying promising practices in the
states and facilitating their application to new and appropriate settings).

Aidopting such an approach can eapitaliza on the lessons of the sixties,
moving toward new and more effective forms of -creative federalism-
or strengthened inter;.;overnmental relations. The difficulties, of course,

are great. Entrenched interest groups may find the approach threatening. Con-
fidence in state and local education agencies is low iri the public and in the
Congress. The Congress will not be eager to overhaul its handiwork of recent
years. The public is confused and uncertain, undermined hy popular myths and
scattered research ieading to unwarranted generalizations about potential
educational effectiveness. An emphasis on process eliminates hopes for quick
pay-off and statistical measures of sure-fire success. Nevertheless, the approach
suggested is one that demonstrates belief ;n the vitality of American political
structures and conviction about the capabilities of the American people;

Steps in Implementation
A new style of federal leadership might be built around the following ac-

tivities:
1. Initiate a new program of grants to states for improving both state and

local capacity for planning and management (including systems of comprehen-
sive planning, accountability, and public participation).

The grants should be made with no strings and no advance proposals, but
with the requirement that state and local agencies report annually on the ways
that the money was spent and the results that have been recorded. The form to
be taken by each state or local agency should not be predetermined. The results
of all federally-funded efforts should be carefully documented and after four or
five years a judgment should be made on whether further investment is
warranted. A specified portion of the funds should be guaranteed to local agen-
cies, but the nature of State-local relationships in the program should be deter-
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mined by negotiations within a state. Technical assistance and interstate
collaboration could also be built in.

2. Initiate efforts to replace most existing allegorical programs.
This could focus on providing better services to three target populations

which have been, and ought to be, the primary recipients of the major and most
promising efforts of programs funded under the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act tc zte: the poor, the handicapped, and children whose primary
language is not English. The grants should be administered by the SEAs with a
required state plan. The only federal requirements should be procedural: a)
specific mechanisms for meaningful public participation a t the state, local dis-
trict, and individual school building levels; and b) clear reporting requirements
to assure that the target populations are primary beneficiaries. The details of
this program, including funding formulae, must be developed with the close
collaboration of relevant Congressional committees, state political leadership,
representatives of SEAs and LEAs, and representatives of the public, especially
the target populations to be served.

:3. Increase support fur ethic:a/to! 'search and dm'rdopmeui by about
0-50 million per year until a level of about $.500 million is reached

At the same time, all educational R & D activities currently scattered in
such federal agencies as the U.S. Office of Education, National Science Founda-
tion, Office of Child Development, and National Institute of Mental Health
should be consolidated in N IE. Perhaps one-third of the total ME effort should
be in the form of support to build and maintain the R & D capacity of SEAs and

R & D activities do not compete at all well against operating require-
ments at the state and local level. Federal dollars and technical assistance are
both appromriate and critical.

4. Initiate a federal-state dissemination and technical assistance program
patterned after the Agricultural Extension System.

This suggestion reVives a plan developed in USOE and aborted in the
Nixon Administration, If R & D is to have adequate pay-off, extensive new out-
reach and dissemination efforts are essential. Local and state authorities will not
support the idea of a vast army of federal bureaucratic extension agents, but
they might support a federal-state program built on a matching grant basis
(initially 90-10. moving gradually to 60.40). The program should specifically in-
clude building the capacity for providing information and assistance to citizens
and community organizations and agencies as well as to educators. Individual
agents would function as principal disseminators and technical advisors within a
support system analogous to the extension stations. Such a program might
require about MO million at the outset, moving to about MOO million ghly
comparable to th R & 0 budget).

5. Provide information and support for cit en organizations to mouitorand
evaluate state and local programs aided by federal dollars.

To date, most of the efforts to protect the interests of minority communities
or of handicapped children and their parents have been in the form of

S'
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legislative earmarkings, an array of categorical programs, elaborate and specific
guidelines and regul a t ions, and expensive external evaluations. Most of these ef-
forts have not worked well. The best protection that citizens can have is to do
their own monitoring and to develop their own competence for participating In
planning and evaluating school programs. The federal government can
strengthen such efforts to legitimate public participation and, at the same time,
increase its quality by providing direct financial support and indirect technical
assistance to state and local citizen groups.

6. Stimulate and provide financial support for a --auonwide dialogue about
the substance and governance of education.

In order to both involve and educate the public (parents. students, and
other citizens), incentive grants should be provided for a grass-roots diseusiion
and planning effort, beginning at the school building level. It is vitai that this
process include, but not be dominated by, school people and university experts.
The topics of the nationwide dialogue could include: purposes and priorities for
schools; ways in which schools and other health and human service agencies
should be related; how schools can best be governed; what responsibilities can
best be exercised at each level (classroom, school, sub-district, district, region,
state, nation); what new needs emerge for students who will live most of their
adult lives in the twenty-first century. The Education Commission of the States
might play a key role in inaugurating such a nationwide dialogue.

Strategies for Proceeding
The above six items constitute major elements for a new and more effective

style of federal assistance to schools. But detailed plans must not be developed
unilaterally by -elites- in Washington alone. Rather, the Administration should
assert its intention of developing a new format, provide guidelines that clarify
purposes, and offer a planning framework. Then it is possible to engage in an
extended process of planning and negotiation over a period of six to 12 months.

All of the legitimate special interest educator and citizen groups, state
political leadership, Congressional committees and staff, etc. must be taken into
account and brought into the discussions. Widespread public participation can
help to assure grass-roots support for the final plan when necessary legislative
action is needed and when the ideas are ready for implementation. The process
which is used will be every bit as important as the final product and will, by
itself, communicate a new and liberating spirit to those interested in school
reform and the nurturing of popular democracy.

Both by tradition and constitutional interpretation, the federal government
has a limited role in elementary and secondary education. Within these limits,
however, there is great potential for leading in the development of a client-
oriented approach to the 'delivery of educational services.

The mission and accountability of federal education efforts can be
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sharpened and strengthened in new ways to energize its state and local educa-
tion constituencies and to help citizens make the intergovernmental system
work for them, The federal government can facilitate the development and
extension of promising practices at all levels without either dictating to or
otherwise making schools less responsive to_community needs. Moving towards
this style of leadership is a necessary condition for developing a !:onstructive
federal presence and for affirming the central role of the public in public educa-tion.

5 4
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EA 009 037
Sorting Out The Roles:
Federal, State and Local
Responsibilities in Education

Education Commission of the States

As previous papers in this anthology have ,Lde clear, much of the current
-crisis in the capitals- is a result of confused and contradictory expectations
about the appropriate responsibilities ot !he various levels of government.
Complaints about the present situation are abundant while efforts to _seek con-
sensus on a more satisfactory set of relationships are exceedingly rare. .

As part of our effort to stimulate constructive discussion. we include the
following excerpts from 'intergovernmental Relations ;tial the Governance of
Education. prepared by the Education Commission ol the States for the
President's Commission on School Finance (1972).

. ..it :s difficult to separate the responsibilities of each level of govern-
ment and indeed, under the concept of the new federalism, it is undoubtedly
undesirable. The President's Commission on National Goals pointed out that
federalism is a plan for sharing the functions of government and not a plan for
separatir: them. The new notion of federaliSm calls for a sharing of the respon-
sibility of carrying out an important public purpose and serving an important
public interest which all three levels have in common and which none could
achieve as well alone without the cooperation of the others. Despite the high
degree of interdependency under the concept of new federalism, it is concluded
that certain responsibilities can hp assigned as -prime- responsibilities to each
level.

The responsibilities of the federal government should be to:

I. identify national goals and areas of critical need in educatit
2. provide substantial educational funding to the states in the form of

general aid so as to make educational services more nearly equal between and
within states:

3_ consolidate the man y. federal categorical aids into a fe% -block gra
consistent with the areas of critical need;
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4. complete the annual appropriations process in time to permit effective
planning by state and local education agencies:

5. assume primary responsibility fin- financing and coordinating research
and development; and

6. develop and help finance, in coope-ation with state and local education
agencies, a system of educational data ard information collection.

. It is also concluded that state responsibilities are to:
1. nunntain a free pith/ic school system;
2. set goals and objectives and provide appropriate evaluation of lw at

co lishownts of these goals:
n quire attendance al an ethicationol institution f all childn _uth

bc tlw ages of 6 and
4. insure that no child will bt denied admission to any public school

because ur ethnic ongM;
.5. insure that all eleinen tari and secondary schools main lain a progra

signed o meet Ow r art/mg needs of all childreii :nd youth

r age iFinOt.'ation arid decclupnzent of new educa I programs:
7 provide for a UM

manager-Oenz in union:
S. provide improved evam

9. assure adeqwite financial re.son recs rithout myosin' local tar burden:
and

10. complete the annual appropriatwu process in time for cjfc'ctzrr plaun
by local education agencies_

. . can be concluded that local respoi Ws which re elen its of the
rational aspects of education are to:

I. employ, assign and dismiss staff and negotiate contracts concerning
salaries and employee benefits under general procedures establish .11%I I

2 plan, design and construct educational facilities;
3. levy local or regional taxes to supply part of the operating and facilities

costs (although if Serrano vs. Priest is upheld or if the concept of full state fun-
ding is adopted, this will be a minimal function):

4. develop with local citizens the educational goals and objectives for each
svhool area or region, and

5. establish and implement procedures for periodic and sys ernatic review
of the scope and effectiveness of its education program. including evaluation of
achievement versus preset goals and objectives.

It is further recommended that as a method u a
goals awl areas of critical need. the President's ission investigate tlw
feasibility of inuple:iicnting the formation of a national committee on
educational policy deur I nem. .

relict:sive so,dern Of t'drit'iitI

t

data and
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EA 009 038
re\

Federal-State Educational
hr\ Relationships by the 1980s;
r--I Some Alterna ives for Consideration
1-1-1

Robert H. McBride

In 1959. one of the nation's most respected leaders in educat-,inal ad-
ministration, 11l 1= nisersits of Chicago s Roald I; Campbell, (.eseribed
cdticational polic making succinctls

-The national government pretends not to inake polies the state
governmnts will make no more polky than they must, and most
local gosernments cannot make adetvate policy.-

A lot of things have happened since John C.ardner's rvation of the riid -
I 900s:

-The plain truth is that mans of the states hase oa vet developed
strong. effective and well staffed state education agencies and are
not vet equipped to provide the kind of leadership in education that
mir society needs t1,(1,1,

During the last five years, in particular. manv states have taken specific
o assure equal educational opportunity for children, as well as several

adults, with social, physical, economic and/or behavioral djsad
vantages. 13v 1975, for example all but two slate finance allocation formulas
explicitly recognized the high cost of educating the handicapped. Extra com-
pensatory educatkmal aid was allowed in 40 percent of the state formulas
(covering nearly two-thirds of all students). Fifteen states had already provided
special bilingual assistance from state funds holding allocations with much im-
proved equity betw: en poor and more affluent school districts are in place in at
least 18 states. Progress toward achieving equity in equalizing financial effort
has been slowed, however, by the shaky condition of state finances. Unfor-
tunately, too, several federal educational aid programs perpetuate this lack of
equality, thereby helping to subvert the state's movement toward equity. In a
rational intergovernmental system, federal aid programs should encourage, not

Hobert II. NIclIride, Porrner President, National Association of State Boards of
Edneatiorz.
This eprliapt paper 1A;IN poparotf for tlo- National (eo CF1 Starr I.ogkiatturr%. National
rmvernors Coniort.HCC. (:ornmissiun of thy Stairs. I unit.1 ui Chivf State School Of-
fierrs. anti National Association of Starr Boards of hlocation
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discourage. the continued broadening of the state finance svstems which lead
toward greater equity.

In the decade sino: the grater expanded federal commitment to public
school education began. federal appropriations hav increased less than S-5
billion. Oyer the same period, stao: and loco; revenue increased by S54 billion.
Thanks M no small measure to federal funding under th, Elementary and
Secondary Education Art (ESEAl and other major grant programs, most state
education agencies iSEAs1 have moved away from almost sole reliance on
nnnimum standards toward sophisticated systems for educational assessment
and sxsteinatie evaluation of new programs; both lead to a major einpliasis on
accountability. Today. long-range planning and serious evaluation of alter-
natives pros ide inudi improved polio: guidance and draft legislation for gover-

legislatures and state boards of education. Be delegating essentially all
bona! responsibilities to, local Or regional cooperative districts. SEA per-

sonnel can concentrate on state-leyel leadership rather than maintenance func-
tions. Although still not a large effort. research and development have moved
far from the old -bean-counting- da.s And last but vital to all the other im-
provements higher salaries have allowed a major upgrading in the quality of
SEA professional personnel, no longer are the SEAs staffed largely with in:
dis idnals from rural school districts

State Education Systems By 1980
In spite of sonic inflation-caused delays in execution, the states continue to

move forward hill and responsible leadership in public educatiou. From steps
already taken and courses of ct oun now being adopted, we present a brief out-
line of what a majority of states will have achieved in modernized educational
leadership by about 19SO:

Without interfering with real local school district autonomy. most stab
will have strongly established and enforced minimum achievements in
bask. skills. such as reading. arithmetic. and citizenship Some will have
expanded this to include thc so-called modern -silryisar or ping
skifls

l'he on:teorules from a growing number of more sophisticated state assess-
ment systems will proxkle specific information (11 to decisionmakers on
actual needs of the school iiid , 2 to teachers on where instruction must
be improved.

By much enlarging the numher of educational options and further im-
proving our programs for children with special needs (such as the han-
dicappecl ). most students in a e, .,uots of schools w ill base available
special programs tailored to their needs and/or parents desires.
School promle, by their actions, will further demonstate that schooling is
only one part of education. Young parents will be trained in schools to
improse that most crucial learning period the t st three years. Schools
will provide learning resources for parents of young chiklren, temporary
dropouts, adults and senior citizens as the vital local link in -the learning
society.'
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ial state and federal resources ", provie ital stimulation to a
most pressilw droblem improving the productit itt uf ducation by
the Systematie modernization and upgrading eit onitelit and process skills
iii educational professionals. Existing resmirces will be reallocated to
provide for this strengthening of tilt self-renewal uapihilitks of

educational institutions.
Last but not least. further trainine! for 411(1 erience by those most con-
cerned and invoked w ill lead to more stable and equitable labor-
management relations which, m turn. will lit the school s unique
participial% e-collegial structure better than die ilbhtting industrial
collectite bargaining model.

It must Lu trunki s admitted that. under our kderal ststem of state
autonoiii y. not all states can be espected Iii ielt:_ince uniformly to meet these

ls. lint it is now evident that at least halt the states, those w !licit enroll 63-75
percent of the nation s public school students, te. ill be largelt in this position lit
the beginning of the I 9sos

The Second Decade - Time for Reflection
Major direct federal aid to education has been m plat" for just ubuStlI tears

t tune tor a reasoned anak sis It w here we have been where st
heading. and tt heftier our direction is changing .1nd this should be dont. Out-
side the dat-to-dat crises on new and renet$ able Weral education legislation.

In re% iewing hots to make federal aid to location more ellectite, makers
ot public polic would consider at least five broad methods of improt ing the
cnrrent federal assistance programs:

Elimina eor at least radically n ducethe number of special limi
purpose grants h -grants consolidation,- sometimes referred te

education ur special reyeniu-sharmg.
Integrate the federal categorical aid programs into:1 comprehensive state
educational support system so that federal funds pat part, or even most.
of the excess cost for special groups ol pupils and citizens singled out
for assistance by Congress. This method would be available to states that
met certain sboalards g.. varying federabsiate relationships depen-
ding on the state's fiscal programmatic abilities).
.Abandon the many mandated federal educational prorams intl concen-
trate all appropriations on I ullY funding three or low major programs.
Radically simplif hoth law and regulations the administration.
evaluation and reporting requirements under existing federal. programs.
Some combination of the above. such as 90 percent of federal funding to
three or four major programs, w ith the balance ol small progratns con-
solidated :Ind lumkel under a mechanism like the Special Programs Act.

Grants Consolidation
Conceptually. grants cons-lid:akin could he an attractive soluitioti to the

objectit c of better meshing federal aid to education into a logical, coherent
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program of sopport tor public edocation. But in several atteHipis
date. mans undesirable and eNtraneous additions marred the concept. Both the
educatnin revenue-sharing proposal of 197! and the Better Schools ,Act of 197:3
were looked oft with just cause. as a wat to reduce federal aid rather than a
method to pros Kle more elfectise assistance to schools.

The most receut attemptthe proposed 1976 -Financial As_ i anve tor
Elementars-Secondarv Education Act ir El R 12196was more carefully
ds eloped than previous attempts at grants consolidation lt was reviewed
carefully w it h tmois organizations and at kast partly re% isc, .is a result.
flow eter. the pi' ,1 battle with the Office nh \lanagement and Budget to get
funding authori.,, Ii ( ota appropriations) equal to the aggregate of the
programs consolidated does not anger well for a real change. Testimont on the
bill by cooperating state-level organizations brought out Other practical
problems Ns hid"! ;ire not cited here. Bather. % it te the characteristic, needed inr-
,1 stleCc,"%i cOnsildIdatIOn'

Appropriation iust anthorizatim thy alwaritc iui)Ui)llLfli upial
to the aggregate funding of programs consolidated. phis intlati
tint unt in real ser ices_

Insuring state-local maintenance of effort tug.. not replacing state-local
Rinds with federal illonlICS ss thiell provide no a Istancc to children, oolv

taspa.Cr..)
A5pidanee nt crippling legislated hmitations ou allocations to speend
groups, a jinn:Awe is Inch has made a mockery of pre% ions boa! grants
i,misolidation proposals. This inclodes an unreasonable -cap- on ad-
inioistrati% (' costs which will prevent adequate accountabditv.
Simple, clear and hind regulations skhich allow effective (rather than
solized) state plans plus sufficient llexibilitv to meet diserse necds of the
states within broad federal guidelines.

Effective Meshing of Federal Categorical Aid With State Finance
Support Systems

To HS great credit, Congr .ss has acted MI its cu,nlcurri br the educationally
disadsantaged and handicapped, bilingual, as well as tor those with special
needsthose whose oative language is not English, adolts lacking a basic
education. reeent initnigrants and others The general reaction to perceived
natiorm ide needs has been to add categorical programs to stimulate state and
local action. The major problem in viewing such needs as unique federal con-
cerns is that a large manlier of conditions and adniiinstrative regulations have
',cell imposed, including requiriog accounting separate from normal school
progranis

To make an iinuulog with husiness, the fragmented categorical approach is
like trying to keep separate costs on j)arts of a machine and evaluating bow
effecth.ck the parts perform, independently ol how the complete machine
oi 'orates.

hi addition, current federal education statutes and regolations stern to be
targeted to the lowest common &nominator, that is, the conditions, limitations
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tise of fee eral resources might be tojund adequa r programs. One
possible !ululation might run along these lines:

Basic Education (ESEA Disadsantaged and

FY 76
Appropriation

(millions

Possible
Funding

Follow Through) 2.109 2.300
Edecation of the Handicapped 246 1.500

_.ational/Career Edueatiiin 549 800
b=ipact Aid - -A- and Other 33 8 400

340
Other Programs 844

4,426 5,000

Radical Management and Reporting Simplification
Existing Programs

Although it flies in the face of almost all precedent, it is theoretically possi-
ble to radically simplif and thus improve program effectiveness by significant
.changes in law and a massive overhaul of regulations. Several ongoing activities
might assist in this effort, notably the mandated Congressional study on eduea-
tiini regulations and the work done by a committee of the Council of Chief State
School Officers on educational data. In addition, efforts of states like Arizona to
reduce federal program paper work would be helpful.

To make such a radical simplification work in the long term, several prin-
ciples must he followed:

The law must nut he absolute and prescriptive in how the program is
carried out to meet the perceived nee& At the least, allowances for alter-
nates or reasonable variance from prescriptive methods must be
delegated to the federal administrator based on a state's demonstrated
capacity and track record.
In particular, the frequent addition of more detailed legislative prescrip-
tions on re-authorization of major programs must be avoided. There are
better Meth od s of dealing with what appear to be a few errant programs
than further hamstringing of states doing a good job.
Regulations need to be shorter and not as all-eneompa,sing as they are
today. They should he designed to cover only the major problems, not
every possible eventuality (which can better be dealt with by specific in-
quiries, promptly answered).
Regulations need to be written in readable English, not 200-word
sentences in federalesc. One suggestion: use school personnel serving as
one- or two-year interns, or fully involved state and local personnel, to
actually write the final regulations. Attorneys and career bureaucrats
would only advise and check for completeness.
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Last, but ,r important aigrird unihtiridrnm hutild carefull
scrutinize all final regulations and challenge an% section, tut (lead
required k

Conclusions
This brief prtutatiuri rcrits wvtral options for making kdtrah aid tu

the education of future citizens mor el ective. The\ are onis illustrative and
certainly not intend( d to be either absolutes or more than a start on rethinking
the problem. We IwIlete they w ill stimukue broad, long-range thinking on more
effectke federal assotance to the primaril state-local public education system
which is unique to the United States

As we move through the second decactu oh a heightened federal concern fur
public education. let us relleetcan the job h dune better under the concept of

ilcm. fleibie Onr Ike en,pera ktaie=le% el organi-; en-
courage a start of the dialogue
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EA 009 039
Block Grants or
Categorical Aids?
What Do We Really Want
Consolidation, Simplification,
Decer 'Talization?

Samuel Halperin

These are issues about w _uch there Ls I al, .i.;1 much inure heat than
light. One person's block grant is another ategorical program. There arc
simply no commonly agreed defoutim,s

Here are sonic background statements offered for the purpose of stimulating
discussion. argument and, j)erhaps, a focusing of the areas of clisagn cment over
values and objectives.

1. \lost of the general membership educational organizations. as well as
those representing institutions like ,iate and !mal school boar&., colleges and
universities, prefer general aid or ',mad-gauge blouk grants, or what some ill
call -put it on the stump and run mone..- The goal of the National Education
Association and most higher education associations is larger and unfettered
federal funding. .g. -one-third of all public school expenditures ... or automatic
formula payments for general institutimal assistance, in the case of higher
ed U ca t i on .

2. In contrast, the goal of most relatively have-not groups and some
professional interests is specific earmarking. or -categorical aid.- Thc hallmark
of the Great Society was to designate funds mostly for disadvantaged groups
e.g.. Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Art for the educational-
ly disadvantaged; bilingual education for ethnic minorities; Teacher Corps for
urban and rural poor schools; Developing 'Institutions (half goes to black
colleges); aid for physically and mentally handicapped children; Indian educa-
tion; etc. As a rule, urban core centers and rural areas tend to be favored by dis-
tribution formulae in existing federal programs. since thev have a dispropor-
tionately larger shar of such special-population groups.

3. While there are dozens of narrow categorical programs, about 90 per-
cent of all Office of Education binds flow to students in postsecondary educa-
tion (Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, loans. work-study opportunities).
to school districts in the form of general aid (the 'impaeted Area- programs
Public Laws 815. 874). or in quite broad categories which many feel are tan-
tamount to -Hock grants,- Thus, vocational education. Title I of ESEA, and
education of the handicapped allow considerable discretion to state and local

Samuel Halperin, Director, It lona! Leadership
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.tud are u broad in their applicability tf arty resem-
ble block grants than the much maligned categorical aids The% are
Latgirrkui mostly m the sense that they are targeted (in particular

licifitaries. lint II specific uses of the funds

4. In receot years. Congress has consolidated a number of narrow
catgorical programs into broader block grants. e.g., in %-ocational education.
teacher training, and (in Title 11. of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act) who()) library resources and textbooks guidance and counseling, in-
nmative centers and scr% ices. state departments of education administrative
services, etc. Tir,,se interests -consolidated out- of their previous special
categorical status (e.g. school librarians. publishers. gnidance (ounselorsl usual-
ly. complain bitterly that the% are hurt relative to their prey ions status.

.5. Because ot recem StiprAne Court ruhugs narnm ing the range of
benefits vs Ilia may be extended to private and parochial students.
Congressional actions to consolidate spicific programs assisting both public and
prit ate schools inav ultimately denv existing federal aid to nonpublic school
'talents Thus, private school interests generally favor retention of existing

c..tegorical aids, scone of w hich benefit them more than the% feel would be like-
ly uoder a more generalk framed statute.

6. Though Congress has done some consolidating of older and politically
Wet r categorical programs into block grants. it has by no ineans lost its
appetite fur new categorical programs. In recent years, it has created such
categories as ethnic heritage. metric education. environmental education.
tyomen's educational equity, gifted and talented education, Allen J. Ellender
Fellowships, etc In addition. new legislation recently approved bx the Congress
irieltidt.ss Teacher Centers, National Strategy for Lifelong Learning, Career
Education and Career Development. Educational Outreach Centers, etc.

T. Particularly in higher education. there is a host of unfunded
categorical programs on the statute hooks, put there bv Democratic Congresses
in the hope of better fiscal times and a more benevolent administration, for
example: International Education. Networks for Knowledge, Strengthening
Graduate Schools. Law School Clinical Assistance, and many others.

S. A recent emerging development in the debate over categorical vs .

general funding is that several powerful educational groups now are much inure
concerned with who makes educational decisions than the form of the federal
aid. Thus, for half a century it was an article of faith among major school groups
that all federal funds should he channelled only through the state education
agency. Increasingly, however. some teacher and school board leaders seem
determined to minimize state agency direction and to seek federal formulae
which funnel aid directly to local school districts In part, their goal may be to
make federal funds available for paying teachers salaries under collective
bargaining agreements. Conversely, many educational decisionmakers support
existing federal categorical programs precisely because federal funds are now
generally excluded from being the subject of teacher salary negotiations.
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9 her emerging actors in the struggle o% er the nature of federal aid in-
clude some state goy( rnors and legislators. Vies wek to assure that federal
funds are omsonant with their state priorities or, at least, do not undermine
state planning state equalization formulae, and the like To date, these represen-
tatives of general purpose gos eminent has e not been nearls as politieall%
de'cisive as the major educational lobbies_

10. In recent sears, too. u-css bas stripped tb U S. Offkt of
Education of numerous discretional-% authorities or special fund setasides
originalls designed in the sixties to give. the. Office nationwide leadership
responsibilities in earions types of police areas. Wink p.iit of this Congressional
termination of categorical programs se as inspired In OF's lackluster use of such
anthonties. much more. %vas fueled by the Dernocrritic (:ringress' distrust of the
Nixon presidency and a desire to channel the Commissioner s discretionars
grants into formida grants administered by the sh;tes and local school districts.

I I. In general. w hile there is educator and public onnplaint about the
cells of categorical programs, the intensit% of complaint is far greater about:

A I inadequate funding levels (federal mones used to he called -tainted
money-, now it simply 'taint enough!: B) the mounting burden
grcssionalls prescribed regulation and pieseriptieeness di-tympany ing eirtnal-
ly all federal program,. categorical and block grant, C) the difficulties of coor-
dinating so many federal programs. often. administered b% different human
resource agncies each having different and often conflicting criteria. distrilm-
ion formulae, funding cycles. etc. These are the conditions considered most

objectionable, more than an iirgeting of federal funds on specific clientele
groups per se

12. in summary. much of the contention and fiery rhetoric would lessen if
there were more federal money for existing block grants and less categorical
programs; if that money were made available in a timely fashion; if the
Congress would simplify existing programs and attempt less regulation; and if
an effective system of coordination and joint human services were im-
plemented.

1:1 \lost discussions of -grant consolidation are confused as to whether
their prime objective is simplification (eliminating duplication and reel tape) or
(!ecentralization (-returning authority.' to state or local decisionmakers). The
former is considerably less controversial than the latter, especially since the
original categorical programs were enacted by the Con, ,ess largely out of dis-
satisfaction with the performative of the states and localries ris-wcis particular
educational problems or clientele groups.

14. Since most existing programs do not specify in detail what is to he
bought with federal money. the' major Congressional battles are over Who gets
that money. Education grants have varying formulae and, consequently%
different states benefit much more under some formulae than under others.
Consolidation into block grants often produces not losses in total funds received
by a number of states.



15. Thtlti, pro molts of consolidation tif mall. itdtted. ineffective, or
wasteful programs must recognize the key political consideration that Ho (or
few states and school districts should be large financial losers. Ihe only way to
accomplish this IS to provide more moue¼ under the new consolidated program
than under the previous categorical parts.

16 If additional federal funding is not available, grant consolidation tends
to be an extremels hazardous undertaking Since most existing large federal
programs are alreads broad-galige and siliCC consolidation could well harm
existing -hal.e-not- beneficiaries of federal aid. there seems little pa off
politic ally. educatiohally. or manageriall iii launching snch an effort unless
the financial stakes make it all worthwhile

lidock Grants or Ca gorical \ids? Rather than Yet lumg up in tha tired
rhetork. let s ask oursck e 1, hat objcultres arc important in federal aid to
education? ith object's )re cleark understood, the means to attain then,
should He more m,jlI % ihytnmutl H in If 411% N
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EA 009 040
Eleven Factors influencing
Federal Education Legislation

Rober_ C. Andringa

Federal education laws are the product of an uneven amalgam of forces,
pressures, prejudices and even accidents. Some of the factors that have the
greatest ultimate effect in shaping national legislation nevertheless appear more
often than others, in the judgment of Congressional staff members in education.
Here, in a ranking of importance for which I take full responsibility, are the
variables that emerge as the most significant:

I. Personal judgment and values of usually no more than six to
Members of Congress and staff

Major bills have many issues and components. Each bill or component is
normally shaped and resolved by a small handful of people and later ratified by
the full House and Senate. To a considerable degree, the experiences and
judgments of these six to ten individuals (formed in large part by the following
variables) shapes the final decision,

2. Strong views of respected and trusted friends.
Each Member has a few trusted friends with knowledge in some particular

area. These are friends from his home area, experts with whom he or she has
developed a friendship over the years, other Members and their sqiffs, or in-
dividuals recommended by close associates. in many cases, their views and ad-
vice prevail over those of more nationally recognized authorities.

3, Assumptions about the economy and Ina lget.
The policy views or mindset of a Member about the economy are often in-

fluential in creating new prograMs or in cutting back on program authorities.
His or her sense of priorities among various educational needs may also prove to
be important.

4. Public opinfpn and the popular media.
Most Members do not support ideas which they feel do not have, or could

not get, general public support. Many shape their perceptions about
educational needs by reading popular, rather than specialized, publications. On
the whole, only the few people most involved in a legislative area tend to read
education publications.
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5 . Shoup: viewN Iforts of major interest groups.
The education lobby is not one of the strongest in Washington, yet major

association; and coalitions can foree consideration of issues they feel important.
Sometimes consensus among interest groups is important and sometimes a
weakly developed consensus backfires.

6. Descriptive information about feder l programs.
Most of this comes from the Executive Branch and a few educational

associations. Members relate this to what they personaflyk.xpeet a program to
accomplish. Many, however, are suspicious of self-serving materials emanating
from federal agencies.

7. Congressional hearings.
Attendance is often low, but key Me bers are usually pres ,nt to hear

educators present long, dull papers full of jargon. Nlany witnesses are not
willing to be completely candid in formal, on-the-record sessions. Field hearings
are more important. although they are infrequent.

8. General Accounting Office reports and other independent reports on
progrwns

Studies by the GAO are accepted because GAO is an arm of the Legislative
Branch and its studies are done at the request of, or in cooperation with
Members. The same applies to the Congressional Research Service of the
Library of Congress. Some other non-federal studies of existing federal
programs are given similar credibility.

9. Policy research studies and reports.
These are often too long and full of jargon or statistics that few understand.

Few people on the Hill have time to read such things. Some studies use old data
or come up with ideas Members have long since rejected. These reports often
have greater influence when the material in them comes indirectly, through the
other items on this list.

O. Administration views and lobby efforts.
Congress naturally puts this factor low when the majority party is different

from that of the President. Proposals arc often influenced more by budget con-
straints than sound educational policy. Recommendations are often submitted
too late in the process, but recommendations of a technical nature to improve
current programs have a much better rate of success.

I I. Program et-al:lotion studies.
Most of these are done by the U.S. Office of Education under contract.

Many are too late and use data that are too old. Manv studies try to quantify
results that can not easily he quantified. Most studies are done in isolation from
other similar studies and miss the -big picture.-
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